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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
Darryl Joe Albertson, 
Defendant-Appellant. 




) Minidoka County Case CR2016-223 I 
) 
) 
) ______________ ) 
Appeal from the Fifth Judicial District, Minidoka County, Idaho 
HONORABLE Jonathan Brody, presiding, 
Eric Fredericksen, State Public Defender, 322 East Front Street, Suite 570, Boise, ID 83702 
Honorable Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
Darryl Joe Albertson 
MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 









Case Number History: 
CASE INFOltMATION 
Minidoka County District 
Court 





Statute Deg Date Case Type: Criminal 
I. Controlled Substance-Possession of 
TCN: 160!022240 
2. Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With 
Intent to Use 
TCN: 160 !022240 
Warrants 
137-2732(c)(I) FEL 08/10/2016 
{F} 
137-2734A(I) MIS 08/10/2016 
Arrest Warrant - Albertson, Darryl Joe (Judicial Officer: Bollar, Rick L. ) 
08/11/2016 Outstanding Arrest Warrant 























State of Idaho 
Albertson, Darryl Joe 
New Case Filed - Felony · 
Prosecutor Assigned 
Lance D Stevenson 
llJ Criminal Complaint 
CASE ASSIGNMENT 
CR-2016-2231 
Minidoka County District Court 
11/10/2016 
Brody, Jonathan P. 
PARTY INFORMATION 
[\'ENTS & ORDERS OF THE Conn 
08/11/2016 11 Affidavit of Probable Cause 









Printed on 12/20/2017 at 9:54 AM 


















MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE NO. CR-2016-2231 
W arrant/Det Order Issued - Arrest 
· Bond amount: 10000.00 Defendant: Albertson, Darryl J 
Case Sealed 
IJ Warrant Returned - Served 
Defendant: Albertson, Darryl Joe 
11 Arraignment 
First Appearance Held 
11 Court Minutes 
will hire own counsel 
II order 
pre/im 08/241 J 6; testing conditions if posts bond 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Preliminary 08124/20/6 OJ :30 PM) Poss of Controlled Substance 
Poss of Drug Paraphernalia 
11 Court Minutes 
HEARING TYPE: Preliminary; 
MINUfESCLERK: Dominik Pedraza; 
PROSECUTOR: Lance Stevenson; 
STARTT/ME: 08/24/20161:57PM 
STOP TIME: 08124/20/62:03PM 
ENTRY BY: DOMINIK; 
LAST UPDATE BY: DOMINIK; 
11 Waiver of Time for Preliminary Hearing 





(Preliminary 08/31/2016 01:JOPM) Poss of Controlled Substance 
Poss of Drug Paraphernalia 
'IIMotion 
to Continue 




Request for Discovery 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2016-2231 






(Preliminary 10/12/2016 01:30 PM) Poss oJContro/led Substance 
Poss of Drug Paraphernalia 
QJ Bond Posted - Surety 
(Amount 10000.00) 
Preliminary Hearing ( 1 :30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Bo liar, Rick L.) 
Poss of Controlled Substance 
Poss of Drug Paraphernalia Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on l Of 12/2016 01: 30 
PM: Continued 
Continued 
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on /0/12/2016 01:30 PM 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Preliminary l 1/09/20/6 01:30 PM) Poss of Controlled Substance 
Poss of Drug Paraphernalia 
~ Notice of Hearing 
fil Response to Request for Discovery 
Second 
Preliminary Hearing ( 1 :30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Bollar, Rick L.) 
Poss of Controlled Substance 
Poss of Drug Paraphernalia Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on I 1109/2016 0 l: 30 
PM: Preliminary Hearing Held 
c;i) Court Minutes 
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Mini-Cassia Public Defender; 
HEARING TYPE: Preliminary; 
MJNUTES CLERK: Dominik Pedraza; 
PROSECUTOR: Lance Stevenson; 
STARTTJME: ll/09/20/6 l:37PM 
STOP TJME: 11109/2016 2:09PM 
ENTRY BY: DOMJNJK; 
LAST UPDATE BY: DOMINJK; 
Hearing Held 




Bound Over (after Prelim) 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2016-2231 
~ Information Filed 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Arraignment 11128/20/6 09:00 AM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Motion 
for preparation of transcript 
gJ Order 
for preparation of transcript 
Arraignment (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P,) 
Hearing result/or Arraignment scheduled on I 1/28/2016 09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
6::J Court Minutes 
COU/rT' REPORTER: Maureen Newton; 
DEFENSEAITORNEY: Mini-Cassia Public Defender; 
HEARING TYPE: Arraignment; 
MlNlffES CLERK: Janet Sunderland; 
PROSECUTOR: Michael Tribe; 
STARTT/ME: 11/28/2016 9:29AM 
STOP TIME: 11128/2016 9:37AM 
ENTRY BY: JANET; 
LAST UPDATE BY: JANET; 
Arraignment 
Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on 11128/2016 09:00 AM 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Motion To Suppress 01130/20/7 01:30 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Pretrial Conference 02113/2017 09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Jury Trial 02122/2017 09:00 AM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Motion 
to suppress 
(i.'3 Transcript Filed 
Preliminary hearing 
Motion to Suppress ( I :30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Hearing result/or Motion To Suppress scheduled on 01/30/2017 01:30 PM: Hearing Held 
(U Court Minutes 
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton; 
DEFENSEAITORNEY: Mini-Cassia Public Defender; 
HEAR/NG TYPE: Motion To Suppress; 
MINUTES CLERK: Janet Sunderland; 
PAGE 40F 12 Printed on 12/20/2017 at 9:54 Ai,/ 














MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2016-2231 
PROSECUTOR: lance Stevenson: 
STARTT/ME: {)//30/20/7 2:20PM 
STOP TIME: 01/30/2017 3:15PM 
ENTRYBY: JANET; 
LAST UPDATE BY: JANET; 
Hearing Held 
Motion To Suppress 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
Motion to Suppress 
~Order 
denying defendant's motion to suppress 
Pre-trial Conference (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 02113/2017 09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
&} Court Minutes 
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton; 
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Mini-Cassia Public Defender: 
HEARING TYPE: Pretrial Conference: 
MINUTES CLERK: Janet Sunderland; 
PROSECUTOR: Michael Tribe; 
STARTT/ME: 021/3/20/7 0:58AM 
STOP TIME: 02/13/2017 1:01AM 
ENTRY BY: JANET: 
LAST UPDATE BY: JANET; 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 02113120 I 7 09:00 AM 
Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result/or Jury Trial scheduled on 02122/2017 09:00 AM 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Status 03/06120/ 7 09:00 AM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
02/23/2017-02/24/2017 
Hearing result/or Jury Trial scheduled on 0212212017 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Miscellaneous 
Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Clerk. Per Page Paid by: 
Albertson, Darryl Joe Receipt number: 0000907 Dated: 2124120/ 7 Amount: $4.50 (Cash) 
Status Conference (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 03/06/2017 09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
•~ Court Minutes 
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton; 
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Mini-Cassia Public Defender; 
HEARING TYPE: Swtus; 
MINUTES CLERK: Janet Sunderland: 
PROSECUTOR: Michael Tribe; 
PAGES OF 12 Printed on J 2/20/2017 at 9: 54 AM 

















MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2016-2231 
START TIME: 03/06/2017 1:06AM 
STOP TIME: 03/06/2017 1:09AM 
ENTRY BY: JANET; 
LAST UPDATE BY: JANET; 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 03/06/2017 09:00 AM 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Pretrial Conference 04/03/2017 09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Jury Trial 04/12/2017 09:00 AM) 






Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 04/12/2017 09:00 AM 
Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 04/03/2017 09:00 AM 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Jury Trial 05/10/20/7 09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Pretrial Conference 05/01/2017 09:00 AM) 
Notice of Hearing 
CANCELED Pre-trial Conference (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Vacated 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 04/03/2017 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
04/l3/2017-04/14/2017 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 04112/2017 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
~Motion 
in limine 
Pre-trial Conference (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
State's Motion in Limine Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 05/01/2017 
09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
QJ Court Minutes 
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton; 
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Mini-Cassia Public Defender; 
HEARING TYPE: Pretrial Conference; 
MINUTES CLERK: Janet Sunderland; 
PROSECUTOR: lance Stevenson; 
PAGE 60F 12 Printed on /2/20/2017 at 9:54 AM 
















MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2016-2231 
STARTT/ME: 05101/2017 1:18AM 
STOP TIME: 05/0112017 1:45AM 
ENTRY BY: JANET; 
LAST UPDATE BY: JANET; 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 05/01/2017 09:00 AM 
Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 0511012017 09:00 AM 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Status 0512212017 09:00 AM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 05/10120/7 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Motion 
for preparation of transcript 
{ijorder 
for preparation of transcript ( Motion to Suppress hearing) 
Status Conference (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 05/22/2017 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing held 
Court Reporter: Maureen Newton 
Number a/Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than JOO 
&,'3 Court Minutes 
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton; 
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Jeremy Pittard; 
HEARING TYPE: Status; 
MJNUTF.S CLERK: Janet Sunderland; 
PROSECUTOR: Lance Stevenson; 
STARTT/ME: 0512212017 9:08AM 
STOP TIME: 05122120179:11AM 
ENTRY BY: JANET; 
LAST UPDATE BY: JANET; 
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages: 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 05122/2017 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing held 
Court Reporter: Maureen Newton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than I 00 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Status 07117/20/7 09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Pretrial Conference 08/14/2017 09:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Jury Trial 08/2312017 09:00 AM) 
Notice of Hearing 
PAGE 70F 12 Printed on /2/20/2017 al 9:54 AM 















MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2016-2231 
11 Transcript Filed 
Motion to Suppress 1-30-17 
t!lJ Requestfor Discovery 
Supplemental 
Status Cont'erence (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 07//7/2017 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing held 
Court Reporter: Maureen Newton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than JOO 
{ij Court Minutes 
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton; 
DEFENSEA1TORNEY: Jeremy Pittard; 
HEARING TYPE: Status; 
MINUTES CLERK: Janet Sunderland; 
PROSECUTOR: Stanley Holloway; 
STARTT/ME: 07/17/20/7 9:21AM 
STOP TIME: 07/17/20/7 9:23AM 
ENTRY BY: JANET; 
LAST UPDATE BY: JANET; 
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages: 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 07/17/2017 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing held 
Court Reporter: Maureen Newton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
@ Response to Request for Discovery 
Third 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Motion To Suppress 08/14/2017 09:00 AM) 
Ill Motion 
to suppress and dismiss and request for hearing 
• Notice of Hearing 
IJlMotion 
in Limine limiting testimony of defendant 
.Objection 
to motion to suppress 
Pre-trial Conference (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Hearing result/or Pretrial Conference scheduled on 08// 4/20 I 7 09:00 AM: District Court 
Hearing held 
Court Reporter: Maureen Newton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than I 00 
Motion to Suppress (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Hearing result for Motion To Suppress scheduled on 08/14/2017 09:00 AM: Motion Denied 
'fl Court Minutes 
PAGE 8 OF 12 Printed 011 12120/20 I 7 at 9: 54 AM 
















MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2016-2231 
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton; 
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Jeremy Pittard,· 
HEARING TYPE: Pretrial Conference: 
MINUTES CLERK: Janet Sunderland; 
PROSECUTOR: lance Stevenson; 
STARTT/ME: 08//4120/70:JJAM 
STOP TIME: 081I4/2017 0:38AM 
ENTRY BY: JANET.· 
LAST UPDATE BY: JANET; 
1IJ Subpoena Returned 
Personal Return of Service-Wade Albertson-8-11-2017@ 4:39 p.m. 
Motion Denied 
Hearing result for Motion To Suppress scheduled on 08114/2017 09:00 AM 
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages: 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 08114/20 J 7 09:00 AM 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Pretrial Conference 0812112017 09:00 AM) 
'I; Response to Request for Discovery 
Fourth 




• Exhibit List/Log 
State 
11Notice 
Intent to use Expert Witness 
I) Notice of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Pretrial Conference 08/2312017 08:00 AM) Motions in limine 





Defendant's to notice of intent to use expert witness 
Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Onicer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
08/24/2017-08/25/2017 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 08/23120/ 7 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
PAGE 90F 12 Printed on /2120120/7 at 9:54 AM 















MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE NO. CR-2016-2231 
Pre-trial Conference (8:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
Motions in limine Hearing result for Pretrial Co,iference scheduled on 08123/2017 08:00 AM: 
District Court Hearing held 
Court Reporter: Maureen Newton 
Number o/Transcript Pages/or this hearing estimated: less than JOO 
'II Court Minutes 
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton; 
DEFENSE AITORNEY: Jeremy Pittard; 
HEARING TYPE: Pretrial Co,iference; 
MINUT'ES CLERK: Janet Sunderland; 
PROSECUTOR: lance Stevenson; 
Sf ART TIME: 08123/20/7 8:16AM 
SfOP TIME: 08123/20/ 7 9:26AM 
ENTRY BY: JANET; 
LASf UPDATE BY: JANET; 
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages: 
Hearing result for Pretrial Co,iference scheduled on 0812 3120 I 7 08:00 AM 
Change Plea to Guilty Before Hearing/Trial 
Hearing result for Pretrial Co,iference scheduled on 08123120/ 7 08:00 AM 
Court Accepts Guilty Plea 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 08/23/2017 08:00 AM 
Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result/or Jury Trial scheduled on 08/23120/ 7 09:00 AM 
IJ PSI Face Sheet 
S Order for Pre-Sentence Report (PSI) 
Plea (Judicial Officer: Brody. Jonathan P.) 
I. Controlled Substance-Possession of 
Guilty 
TCN: 160I022240 : 
2. Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use 
Not Guilty 
TCN: 1601022240 : 
Disposition (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
2. Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use 
Dismissed on Motion of Prosecutor 
TCN: 1601022240 : 
Hearing Scheduled 
(Sentencing /0//612017 09:00 AM) 
11 Notice of Hearing 
Certificate of Mailing 
qjorder 
PAGE I0OF 12 Prinled on I 2120/2017 al 9: 54 AM 















MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2016-2231 
to allow defendant to test one time weekly 
ii Pre-Sentence Report . 
dated 9-28-17 
Sentencing (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter:# of Pages: 
111 Court Minutes 
Maureen Newton 
~ Judgment of Conviction, Order of Probation 
Disposition (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 
I. Controlled Substance-Possession of 
Guilty (Plea Agreement) 
TCN: 1601022240 : 
Sentence (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.) 




Facility: Idaho Department of Correction 
Effective Date: I 0/16/20 I 7 
Determinate: 2 Years 
Indetenninate: 3 Years 
Penitentiary Suspended 
Pre-Sentence Credit for Time Served 
Credit Tenn: 2 Days 
Fee Totals: 
Court Costs -
Felony - Drug 
Fee Totals$ 
Condition - Adult: 
285.50 
28S.S0 
I. Felony Probation, 2Y, 10/16/2017 - 10/16/2019, Active 10/16/2017 
2. Community Service, )OOH, 10/16/2017- 10/16/2019, Active 10/16/2017 
Comment() 
11 Judgment of Restitution 
Order re: restitution Pursuant to Idaho Code SEction 37-2732(/c) 
'tlNotice 
Notice of Appeal 
11Motion 
Motion for Appointment of State Appellate Public Defender 
Appeal Filed in Supreme Court 
'11 Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender 
'II Clerk's Certificate of Appeal 
'fl Motion 
PAGE 11 OF 12 Prinledon /2/20/20/7at9:54AM 
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I 1/30/2017 
DATE 
MINIDOKA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
Motion/or Attorney Fees 
t;lorder 
for attorney fees 
CASE SUMMARY 
CASE No. CR-2016-2231 
FtNANCl:\L INFORMATION 
Defendant Albertson, Darryl Joe 
Total Charges 
Total Payments and Credits 
Balance Due as of 12/20/2017 




Printed on 12/20/2017 at 9:54 AM 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LANCED. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney /158#7733/ 
ROBERT S, HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Atlorney /IS8#795S/ 
MICHAEL P. TRIBE, Deputy Prosecuting Afforney /1S8#6816/ 
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368 
Rupert ID 83350 
Office: (208)436"7187 
Facsimile: (208) 436"31 77 
ATTORNEYS FOR STATEOl'IDAHO 
~KA COUNTY, IOAHO . t5'' FllE:D 
AUG 11 2016 
61!, JUOtCt/\L DISTRICT COU 
Mi\GfSTRATg OJV/S/01\1 llf 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
MAGISTRATE COURT 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Defendant. 









~ ✓ersonally appeared before me this \ ~ day of August, 2016, 
~ \ ·~o-\:cl• , of the Minidoka County Sherifrs Department, in 
the County of Minidoka, State of Idaho, who, being first duly sworn, complains of 
Darry .Joe Albertson, and cha1·ges him with the public offenses of: 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT- l 
Page 15 of 131
( ( 
COUNTI 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, TO-WIT: 
METHAMPHETAMINE 
Felony 
Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(l) 
That the snid defendnnt, Darryl Joe Albertson, on or about the 10th day of 
August, 2016, at 104 South 500 West, in the County of Minidoka, State of Idaho, 
committed the public offense of POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE, TO-WIT: METHAMPHETAMINE, in violation of Idaho Code 
Section 37-2732(c)(l), by willfully nnd unlawfully did possess n controlled 
substance, to-wit: methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
COUNT II 
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA 
Misdemeanor 
Idaho Code Section 37-2734A 
Thnt the said defendant, Darryl Joe Albertson, on or about the 10th day of 
August, 2016, at 104 South 500 West, in the County of Minidoka, State of Idaho, 
committed the public offense of POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA, in 
violation of Idaho Code Section 37-2734A, by willfully and unlnwfully did possess 
drug paraphernnlin, to-wit: a pipe, used to ingest, inhale, or otherwise introduce 
into the human body a controlled substance, 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in said state made 
and provided and ngainst the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - Z 
Page 16 of 131
( 
WHEREFORE, your affiant prays for a Warrant for the arrest of 
Darryl Joe Albertson and that he may be dealt with according to law. 
A?-0~ 




DEMAND FOR NOTICE OF ALIBI DEF'ENSE 
Pursuant to Section 19-519, Idaho Code, the Prosecuting Attorney of 
Minidoka County, State of Idaho, or his Deputy, does hereby make written demand 
upon the defendant named in the above and foregoing Complaint and that the 
defendant shall serve within ten (10) days or at such different times as the Court 
may direct, upon the Prosecuting Attorney of Minidoka County, State ofldaho, 
P. 0. Box 368, Rupert, Idaho, 83350, a written notice of his/her intention to offer a 
defense of alibi. Such notice shall state the specific place or places at which the 
defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and names and 
addresses of the witnesses upon whom he/she intends to rely to establish such alibi. 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 3 
Page 17 of 131
State of Idaho, 
Plaintiff, 
Vs. 
Darryl Joe Albertson, 
Defendant 
( ( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 




AUG 11 2016 
6Ul J\JO/C/1\1. DISTRICT COUITT 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
) caseNo: Cfi,.-JD!Le-;J..:25/ 
) 








I Captain Dan Kindig, being first duly sworn on oath and upon penalty of perjury, deposes 
and states as follows: 
1. I arn a Deputy for the Minidoka County Sheriff, County of Minidoka, State of Idaho. 
2. I have prepared this affidavit for the purpose of showing the Magistrate in front of whom the 
defendant will be brought that probable cause existed for the arrest. 
3. The following is the basis on which I believe probable cause for the charge(s) and the arrest exists. 
4. On August 10, 2016 at around 09;00 AM I was conducting some follow up for the Cassia County 
Sherlff;s Office at 104 south 500 west Minidoka County, State Of Idaho. 
5. As I walked up onto the porch there is a window just to the left of the door. Sitting at a table was 
Darryl Joe Albertosn with a Meth pipe to his mouth. He had a green lighter and was smoking the 
pipe. I could see the white cloud swirl around in the pipe. I knocked on the door and Joe came to 
the door and then recognized who I was. I told Joe that I had watched him smoke meth. Joe said 
that it was not illegal in Minidoka County and that he could smoke meth on his own property. I 
Explained to Joe that it was against the law and he was under arrest for possession of a contmlled 
•' ,~--. 
Page 18 of 131
( 
substance. I told Joe that the pipe was evendlce and would be going with me. Joe statred to fight 
with me and resist arrest. At one point Joe son Wade Albertson picked up the pipe from the table. I 
could see him through the window. Within a short time he appeared at the door with the pipe. The 
pipe had been rinsed and was wet. Wade handed me the pipe and told his Dad to do what I said. 
6. 6. Joe continued to tell me to give his pipe back and that meth smoking was ok. Joe said that he 
only smokes a little. With my training and experience in narcotics the substance that was in the pipe 
was meth. The color and the smoke is consistent with the heating of methampetamine in a glass 
device. 
7. 7. Darryl Joe Albertson was placed under arrest for possession of a controlled substance and 
transported to the Mini-Cassia Jail. 
Dated this / 6 lL_ 
Deputy 
Page 19 of 131
I ( ' . 
MINilJOKA COUNTY MAGISTRATE COURT MINUTES 




DATE: August 11, 2016 
JUDGE: RICK L. BOLLAR 
AUG 11 2016 
Clerk: 
TIME: \\Ylo·-111:12. M 
6111 JIJDICII\L DISTRICT COUR Q 9a. .t _ Mil. GISTRATE DIVISION 
• .. rt~ 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
\)Mf ~ Al tlQrrg'Ov, 
Defendan 
OFFENSE(i 
(1 I V . \Di.,\(; ' -·- Time I ~ -




BOND: $ \ C ) ODO QJ.L 
Address: \ I}). i; OJD \N 
Time 1 Tlmel 
i I SO Private Attornev Guiltv 
Waived Counsel Not Guilt" 
P.D. Annointed Sentenced 
Pre-trial Preliminarv 9, 11,Y I I \o 
INTERPRETER: ___ Robert F. Nevarez 
___ Other ______ ___, 
~(A\.\\ I Employed: 
Ao\ \J\ SQc{ n f r.)/l Ov'f !710. c, 
St ... ~Ivrb ( e CO \'Y\ \M~&{r:vh JM{ ~ {g, bD\nA 
Must test 111\l 0 times at Misdemeanor Probation; if fails to test or tests positi"e, defendant to be rearrested 
and bond set at'~. (Defendant is responsible for confirmation testing if requested by defendant.) 
Court Minutes 
Page 20 of 131
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I ( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR MINIDOKA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
********** 





M~ COUNTY, IDAHO 
FilED Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CR" ;?0/lp ·" &?:3( 
ORDER AUG 11 2D16 
fflh JlJOICIAl DISTRICT COURT 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION n~,~ Jx. /JJ~,.,\ ~ 
----'---"'-""-'-------------) 
The Court enters the following order(s) in this matter: 
( ) The Public Defender is appointed to represent the Defendant The Defendant is required to meet with 
the Public Defender today in designated area immediately following arraignment. If the Defendant is in 
custody, the Defendant is required to meet with the Public Defender no later than 24 hours following 
release from custody. Reimbursement by defendant may be required for public defender services. 
( ) ___________ ~Conflict Public Defender is appointed to represent the 
Defendant. The Defendant is required to contact the Conflict Public Defender within 24 hours and set up 
an appointment to meet with the Conflict Public Defender before the next scheduled hearing. 
Reimbursement by defendant may be required for public defender services. 
(?{) The defendant is ordered to personally appear for the following Court proceedings in the Sherman J. 
Bellwood Judicial Building, Rupert, Idaho on the date and at the time stated below: 
Date: _ __,...~-"--S't'#_'J/.._J/_;)_'I~. _:ZO_f~& _____ _ 
(\:) Preliminary Hearing 
( ) Pre-trial Conference 
( ) Probation Violation Hearing 
( ) Sentencing 
Time: I~· ~i;,."' t.::in. 
' 
-ESTIMATED FINES/COSTS:$ _______ 0 Need not appear if paid 
( ) Review for D Payment of fines/costs D Prob1J.tion O Incarceration 
( } _______________________ _ 
ORDERED this date: Q~r // :JOI It, 
Judge 
NOTICE: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITII THE ABOVE ORDER WILL RESULT IN THE 
ISSUANCE OF A WARRANT FOR YOUR ARREST. DEFENDANT MUST INFORM COURT 
OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 
DEFENDANT CERTIFIES RECEIPT TIDS DATE OF THE ABOVE ORDER. 
Date: ___________ _ Defendant's Signature: __________ _ 
Mailing Address: ____________ _ 
Phone: _______________ _ 
Order Modified 03/2016 
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IN THE DISlRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
CR-2016-0002231 
State of Idaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Preliminary 
Hearing date: 8/24/2016 
Time: 1:57-2:03 pm 
Judge: Rick L Bollar 
Cowtroom: Magistrate Courtroom-2 
Minutes Clerk: Dominik Pedraz.a 
Prosecutor: Lance Stevenson 
!It ljc * * Ill if! ,It 
Time Case activities recorded automatically to Court server 
Defendant present; Court reviews file for record 
Court reviews finances 
1:58 Court annoints uubllc defender 
Court addresses counsel; defendant needs to file a waiver of timely preliminarv hearinl! 
Court inoufres on condition of OR release 
Defendant responds; was not aware of testing conditions, but will go and check in with probation 
todav 
Continued to 8/31/2016 at 1 :30 om 
Fines: Court cost,;: Susnended: I PD Fees: 
Jail Time: Suspended: Credited: I Report to iail: 
Probation: Prob. rype: D.L. susnended: 
Comm. Svc: Sil!II u,p: Complete Bv: 
Disc. Days; Review Hearinl!: 
Court Minutes l 
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( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE MINflJOKACOUNTY, IDAI-IO 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR MINIDOKA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION ALEO 







Case No. CR- /){J/ (,, -;;2 ;;i.. -~ I tlint\lfil?s'1{J;C'v~ 
ORDER 
vs. ) 
0"'"'".4.....,__l?,.,_,_,&.LJ,,i L'--------"'Jr"-"e'--, ......:.lk,..,,,~-rs:.o N, ~ 
---=D-=e=-=fe:::nc::d.:.::an'". t::,.. ___________ ) 
The Court entei-s the following order(s) in this matter: 
(Vi The Public Defender is appointed to represent the Defendant. The Defendant is required to meet with 
tl\e Public Defender today in designated area immediately following arraignment. If the Defendant is in 
custody. the Defendant is required to meet with the Public Defender no later than 24 hours following 
release from custody. Reimbursement by defendant may be required for public defender services. 
( ) _____________ Conflict Public Defender is appointed to represent the 
Defendant. The Defendant is required to contact the Conflict Public Defender within 24 hours and set up 
an appointment to meet with the Conflict Public Defender before the next scheduled hearing. 
Reimbursement by defendant may be required for public defender services. 
r/,) The defendant is ordered to personally appear for the following Court proceedings in tl1e Sherman J. 
Bellwood Judicial B i ding, R1!Pert, Idaho on the date and at the time stated below: 
' 11'" ;~i, /t 
Date: ' - . ,Jo? <;;' 31 lb Time: / _' 31 f;2.lll. 
, ~ I 
N) Preliminary Hearing 
( ) Pre-trial Conference 
( ) Probation Violation Hearing 
( ) Sentencing 
- ESTIMATED FINES/COSTS:$ _______ 0 Need 11ot appear if paid 
( ) Review for D Payment of fmes/costs . D Probation D Incarceration 
(\/.) ~ mf~ J /1ltsdi1wovi/1V: 11J? h:c&n 
ORDERED this date: ,~iJWif f)!{,.iJ2 f (i? a~ 
Judge 
NOTICE: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE ABOVE ORDER WILL RESULT IN THE 
ISSUANCE OF A W AIU~T FOR YOUR ARREST. DEFENDANT MUST INFORM COURT 
OF CHANGE 011 ADDRESS. 
DEFENDANT CERTIFIES RECEIPT THIS DATE 011 THE ABOVE ORDER. 
Defendant's Signature:,*~"""/:.::£=•:;_::....... __ _ 
Mailing Address: /'"-'Y'.3 .5,N" c..,_) 
PAw 1 7 4 :,>;;,, ,~t·::t-· 'i?,:, 2,,, 
Phone: .i.( 'i' .,Y P.·1;.f.'2 
I 
SCANNED 
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OB/3012016 13:51 MINI CASSIA PUfl1 'C DEFENDER 
I 
Dennis R. Byington, Esq., ISB No. 2839 
MINI-CASSIA PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE . 
1521 Overland Avenue 
P. 0. Box 188 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
(20 8) 878-6 &0 1 




Ml!fOQ,!¼. COUNn; IDAHO 
(___3/'\-:, FILED 
AUG 3 0 2016 
llfh JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURr 
MAG/STAATS DIVISION 
IN" THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA.TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR 2016-2231 
MOTION TO CONTINUE 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Daxzyl Joe Albertson, by and through his 
attorney of record, Dennis R. Byington, and hereby_moves this Court for an Order continuing the 
Preliminary Hearing for the above reference_q.case, which is currently set for W~dn<;1sday, August 
31, 2016 at 1 :30 p.rn., for three (3) weeks. · 
DATED this · 30 day of August, 2016. 
MOTION TO CONTINUE - 1 
SCANNED 
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0B130/2016 13:51 MINI CASSIA PU1!
11C DEFENDER 
( 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 
11= AX)12088783483 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ..:b._ day of August, 2016, I served a true and correct 




P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
P.0021004 
--,-BY depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, post~ge p
repaid, at the Burley 
Post Office in Burley, Idaho. · . · · 
__ By hand delivering copies of the same to ·ihe: office of the attorney :at t
he address above 
Jndicated. · • • 
_./_ P. B·y faxing or e-mailing c~pies of the same to said attorney at his/her fa
x number or e-mail 
address____ · 
__ By delivering a copy thereof to said· attorney's mail file or basket at th
e Minidoka County 
Courthouse in Rupert, Idaho. · 
· 
MOTION TO CONTINUE · 2 
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08/30/2016 13:51 MINI CASSIA PUE!UC DEFENDER 
' I 
Dennis R. Byington, Esq., ISB No. 2839 
MINI-CASSIA PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE 
1521 Overland Avenue . 
P. 0. Box 188 
But!ey, Idaho 83318 
(208) 878-6801 
Attomey for Defi,ndant 
. IFA>:)12088783483 
( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR 2016-2231 
ORDER TO CONTJ'NUE · 
This matter having come before the Court on Defendant's Motion, and good cause• 
appearing, t)lerefor; 
P.003/004 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Preliminary Hearing, scheduled for Wednesday, 
August 31, 2016 at 1 :30 p.m., for the above referenced matter, he, and the s~e is, hereby 
continued to \iJe-dY}e::,{i0,r, the ,31 ~r day of ~p.\Jmh1J:t . 2016 at 1:30 p.m. 
DATED this i3) day of August, 2016. 
·~ 
~~Olibft, Magistrate 
ORDER TO CONTINUE - I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the -:7\ · day of August, 2016, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon the attorney named below in the manner noted: 
Lance Stevenson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 . 
Dennis R. Byington 
Public Defender 
P.O. Box 188 
Burley, ID 83318 
P.004/004 
__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the Burley 
Post Office in Burley, Idaho. · . 
__ B y hand delivering copies of the sarne to the office of the attorney at the address above 
indicated. 
PY faxing or -mailing copies of the same to said attorney at his/her fax number or e-mail 
· address--=.,_,- . 
__ By delivering a copy thereof to said attorneis mail file or basket at the Minidoka County 
Courthouse in Rupert, Idaho. · 
ORDER TO CONTINUE - 2 
PATTY TEMPLE, 
Clerk of the ourt 
, ___ _ 
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09/20/2016 1 0: 19 MINI CASSIA PUJ:ILIC DEFENDER 
Dennis R. Byington, Esq., ISB No. 2839 • 
MINI-CASSIA PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE 
1521 Overland Avenue 
P.O. Box 188 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
(208) 878-6801 
Attorney for Defendant 
1.1' AX) 12088783483 P.001/004 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
f'l~ED 
SEP 2 0 2016 
IJlh JUDIC/ALO/SfR/CT""' = 
MAGliSTRlilEi 0/V/SJO)(j"'' 
IN. THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR 20 I 6-2231 
MOTION TO CONTINUE 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant, Darryl Joe Albertson, by and through his 
attorney of record, Dennis R. Byington, and hereby moves this Court for an Order continuing the 
Preliminazy Hearing for the above referenced C?l,Se, which is currently set for Wednesday, 
September 21, 2016 at l :30 p.m., for three (3) weeks. 
DATED thls _ci/t __ day of September, 2016. 
MOTION TO CONTINUE - 1 
SCANNED 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the &_ day of September, 2016, r served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon the attorney named below in the manner noted: 
Lance Stevenson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
P. 0. Box368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
P.002/004 
__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the Burley 
Post Office in Burley, Idaho. · 
__ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorney at the address above 
_)ndicated. 
_/ __ lBy faxing or e~mailing copies of the same to said attorney at his/her fax number or e-mail 
address . - · 
-~ By delivering a copy thereof to said attorney's mail file or basket at the Minidoka County 
· Courthouse in Rupert, Idaho. 
MOTION TO CONTINUE - 2 
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09/20/2016 10:19 MINI CASSIA PU6LIC 0EFEH0ER 
i 
I 
Dennis R. Byington, Esq., ISB No. 2839 
MINI-CASSIA PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE 
1521 Overland Avenue 
P. 0. Box 188 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
(208) 878"6801 
Attorney for Defendant 
(FA>:)12088783483 P.003/004 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, lllAtt() 
I'll.ED 
SEP 2 0 2016 
elh JUDICIAL DISTRICT<;o(JRr 
MAGIS!RA"JE DIVISION 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDO!¼ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 









Case No. CR 2016,2231 
ORDER TO CONTINUE 
This matter having come before the Court on Defendant's Motion, and good cause 
appearing, therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Preliminary Hearing, scheduled for Wednesday, 
September 21, 2016 at I :30 p.m., for the above referenced matter; be, and the same is, hereby 
continued to i]Q-, the \l iv- day of Dcj]Y2e,r , 2016 at 1:30 p.m. 
DATED this 'lt:Q day of September, 2016. 
RICK L. BOLLAR, Magistrate 
ORDER TO CONTINUE - I 
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0912012016 10:19 MINI CASSIA PU.BLIC DEFENDER (FAX)12088783483 P.0041004 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
; /\Ql=i{, 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of September, 2016, I served a true and correct 




Rupert, ID 83350 
Dennis R. Byington 
Public Defender 
P.O. Box 188 
Burley, ID 83318 
__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the Burley 
Post Office in Burley, Idaho. 
__ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorney at the address above 
indicated . 
..L. By faxing or e-mailing copies of the same to said attorney at his/her fax number or e-mail 
· address~---· 
__ By delivering a copy thereof to said attorney's mail file or basket at the Minidoka County 
Courthouse in Rupert, Idaho. 
ORDER TO CONTINUE - 2 
PATTY TEMPLE, 
Clerk of the Court 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
~OKA COUNTY, IDAHO " 
CR-2016-0002231 
State ofidaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Preliminary 
Hearing date: 1 l/9/2016 
Time: l :37 - 2:09 pm 
Judge: Rick L Bollar 
Courtroom: Magistrate Courtroom-2 
Minutes Clerk: Dominik Pedraza 
******* 
Defense Attomey: Mini-Cassia Public Defender Prosecutor: Lance Stevenson 
Time Case activities recorded automaticallv to Court server Court introduces case; questions parties 
l9"' FILED 
NOV O 9 2016 
6th JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT' MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
1:40 St calls Dan Kindi2; witness is sworn in bv clerk; St begins direct exam of witness Witness resnonds to ouestionirn, 
1:43 Witness identifies defendant 
1:46 Mr. Stevenson asks for admission of State's Exhibit I Court admits State's Exhibit 1 
Mr. Bvinoton no obiection 
1:49 Mr. Bvinoton beizins direct exam of witness 
Witness resnonds to ouestioning 
1:52 St obiects 
Court allows Mr. Bvin!rton to continue ouestionim>: Mr. Bvinmon continues auestioning witness 
Witness resnonds to ouestionin11 
1:56 St obiects 
Court concurs 
Mr. Stevenson bei:rins redirect exam of witness; witness resoonds Mr. Bvincrton beains redirect exam of witness; witness resoonds Mr. Stevenson beizins redirect exam of witness; witness resoonds Mr. Bvim1ton be1Zins redirect exam of witness; witness resnonds No further ouestions 
Mr. Bvino1·on makes closini:r arm,ment 
Mr. Stevenson makes rebuttal closinu arizwnent Mr. Bvim1ton makes rebuttal closiniz araument 
Court makes finding - fines probable cause to bind over on Possession of Controlled Substance and Possession of Drug Paraphernalia; set arraignment for District Court on November 28, 2016 at 9:00 am. 
Court Minutes 
1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR MINIDOKA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
*********iii 





cm tw d 2_9 y~ir, Rif~rr- IDAHO 





--~-k, fJd bw {&;vi ~ 
Defenda 1. ) ---~~---------
5111 JUD1C1Al DISTRICT COURT 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
The Court enters the following order(s) in this matter: 
(Y\ The Public Defender is appointed to represent the Defendant. The Defendant is required to meet with. 
t6; Public Defender today in designated area immediately following arraignment. If the Defendant is in 
custody, the Defendant is required to meet with the Public Defender no later than 24 hours following 
release from custody. Reimbursement by defendant may be required for public defender services, 
( ) _____ --, _______ Conflict Public Defender is appointed to represent the 
Defendant. The Defendant is required to contact the Conflict Public Defender within 24 hours and set up 
an appointment to meet with the Conflict Public Defender before the next scheduled hearing. 
Reimbursement by defendant may be required for public defender services. 
( 'p The defendant is ordered to personally appear for the following Court proceedings u1 the Sherman J. 
Bellwood Judicial Building, Rupert, Idaho on the date and at the time stated below: 
Date: N, OJW,v:-kr:: a ~ J ), 0 /(fl Time: q ·;a, Cf .m. 
( ) Preliminary Hearing 
( ) Pre-trial Conference 
( ) Probation Violation Hearing 
( ) Sentencing 
- ESTIMATED FINES/COSTS: $ _______ 0 Need .!!QI appear if paid 
( 
~)___lli,f?Qf:,_~'l__l~~v...J:..___ ___ _ 
ORDERED this date:_H!nf:i½vYiflr q 1 -;}.o({rJ ~~ 
' Judge 
NOTICE: FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE ABOVE ORDER WILL RESULT IN THE 
ISSUANCE OF A WARRANT l1OR YOUR AIUffiST. DEFENDANT MUST INFORM COURT 
OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 
DEFENDANT CERTIFIES RECEIPT THIS DATE OF THE ABOVE ORDER. 
Dt i/-9·-16 , a e:_~~~--------
Order 
Defendant's Signature: ./J!J0-·4~~,i/=c--_· __ _ 
MailingAddress: Jr};/g 1-00< . .J Paa/ ..i..c/.,t, 
'83:?'•l'Z 
Modified 03/2016 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA ~ 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION !( · 1 OKA COUNTY, IOAHO 
~ FILED 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 













NOV I O 20!6 
liU1 JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
It appearing to me that the offense of POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, 
TO-WIT: METHAMPHETAMINE according to the evidence presented at the preliminary 
examination, has been committed, and that there is sufficient cause to believe the within named, 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, guilty thereof, I order that he be held to answer the same. 
DATED this rD day of i\luve 1;(/s;~ 
' 
ORDER (BINDING OVER) 
.20-1k_,_. 
KICK L. BOLLAR 
Magistrate Judge 
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FIi i'T)J'I ..... ,. .. , .... ,.)r 
TIME': 10,00'1:.-i" • . ... . ........ ... .. , .. ~ .. v ..v.~----····~· 
MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney /ISB tt7733J 
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY. Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /IS8 #7955/ 
MICHAEL P, TRIBE, Deputy ProsecvtinQ Attorney (ISS 116816/ 
715 G. Street. P. 0. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Office: (208)436-7 l 87 
Facsimile: (208) 436-31 77 
ATTORNEYS FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
'MCN \ Li 20lb 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plnintiff, 
vs. 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
LAST KNOWN ADDRESS: 

















Lance D, Stevenson, Prosecuting Attorney in and for Minidoka County, State of 
Idaho, who, in the name and by the authority of said State prosecutes in its behalf, in 
proper person comes into said District Court in the County of Minidoka, State of 
Idaho, and gives the Court to understand and be informed that Darryl Joe Albertson is 
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( ( 
COUNTI 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, TO-WIT: 
METHAMPHETAMINE 
Felony 
Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(l) 
That the said defendant, Darryl Joe Albertson, on or about the 10th day of 
August, 2016, at 104 South 500 West, in the County of Minidoka, State of Idaho, 
committed the public offense of POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE, TO-WIT: METHAMPHETAMINE, in violation of Idaho Code 
Section 37-2732(c)(l), by willfully and unlawfully did possess a controlled 
substance, to-wit: methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
COUNTII 
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA 
Misdemeanor 
Idaho Code Section 37-2734A 
That the said defendant, Darryl Joe Albertson, on or about the 10th day of 
August, 2016, at 104 South 500 West, in the County of Minidoka, State of Idaho, 
committed the public offense of POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA, in 
violation of Idaho Code Section 37 •2734A, by willfully and unlawfully did possess 
drug paraphernalia, to•wit: a pipe, used to ingest, inhale, or otherwise introduce 
into the human body a controlled substance. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case 
in said State made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of 
Idaho. 
DATED this ~· day of November, 2016. 
~. ~ ~--t/C~ ::;;.;.? 
Prosecuting Attorney 
2 
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( 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby mtify tlu,t o, this f 6-<b d•y ,f ~ , 
2016, I delivered a true and correct :opy of the within ~ment npon 
the attorncy(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Dennis Byington 
P. 0. Box 188 
Burley, ID 83318 
/ 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at 
the post office in Rupert, Idaho, 
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his 
office at the address stated above. 
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the Clerk's 
Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse. 
By telecopying copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at the telecopicd number 
_________ __, and by then mailing copies of the same in the United 
States Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
3 
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''' ·-·--·- 1 ..... ,. IHIU'VMIWNI,.,,, Y!J_,,..,-.wi.w., ""''n"'"""''l 
Dennis R. Byington, Esq., !SB No. 2839 
MIN1-CASSIA PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE 
1521 Overland Avenue · 
P.O. Box 188 
Burley, ID 833 I 8 
(208) 878-6801 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE PISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 11/16/2016 04:01 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE Dl§IRICT<COUR,T 
Filed'.e_y:t·•,i.':p<, 
~ i;VI.Vl -~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF-ID!AHO, IN AND FOR THE. COUNTY OP MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 









Case No. CR 2016-2231 *D 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION 
OF TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW Dennis R. Byington, Court appointed attorney for the above-named 
Defendant, and moves the Court to provide the Defendant with a copy ofthe transcript of the 
Preliminary Hearing held November 9, 2016, in the case of State ofidaho vs. D!\!fYl Joe Albertson, 
Minidoka County Case No: CR 2016-2231 *D, for preparation of trial. Defendant requests that this 
transcript be prepared at Minidoka County expense; as the Defendant is indigent. 
DATED This~ day•;fNovember, 2016. 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT - 1 
\_:; 
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I II 1ur,v IU I .J. r f n1n1 \.,.MwlJIM J'"VU_I-'"' UI..I L.l"ljui..l'\ I ,UVC..l VU'+ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on'the .J±. day ofNovember, 2016, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon the attorney named below in the manner noted: 
Michael Tribe 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box368 
Rupert,ID 83350 
__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the Burley 
Post Office in Burley, Idaho. · 
--~ By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorney at the address above 
)ndicated. . 
.-,.L....By faxing or e-mailing copies of the same to said attorney at his/her fax number or e-mail 
address ____ . · · 
__ By delivering a copy thereof to said attorney's mail file or basket at the Minidoka County 
Courthouse in Rupert, Idaho. · 
· D nnis R. :$yington 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT· 2 
,-
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·-, 
I II tCl£U 10 I iii, If nn,1 ........ ..,-1, .... r·l,llw.~•~ a...1.1 I.IIM'l..11 
i 
Dennis R. Byington, Esq., ISB No. 2839 
MINI-CASSIA PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE 
15"21 Overland Avenue 
P.Q. Box 188 
Burley, ID 83318 
(208) 878-680 l . . - ·· 
Attorney for Defendant 
( ... , ·----- -- ---
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 







IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF !DARO; 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 










Case No. CR2016-2231*D 
ORDER FOR PREP ARA T1ON 
OF TRANSCRIPT . 
This matter having come before. the Court on Defendant's Motion for Preparation of the 
Transcript of the Prelimi_nw .flea.ring, in the case of State of Idaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson, 
Minidoka County Case No. CR 2016-2231 *D, and for good·cause _appearing therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Transcript of the Preliminary Hearing held November 
9, 2016, in the case of State ofldaho vs. Danyl Joe Albertson, Minidoka Co\)nty Case No. CR 2016-
2231 *D be prepared for, and delivered to counsel for the D(lfendant _ jt 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that such be prepared by the 2 I day of ;Oe(,e1,,ee.1 
2016, at the expense of Mjrudoka County, as said J;Jefendant is indigent. 




ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRJPT - 1 
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II1Itu.:::.uI0 
m,, ,----• -- ... 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the fil day ofNovember, 2016, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon the attorney named below in the manner noted: 
Micahel Tdbe 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney_ 
P. 0. Box 368 J. 
Rupert, ID 83350 •-im!\._w--1 
Maureen Newton 
Court Reporter 
P. o. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Dennis R. Byington . 
Public Defender 
P. 0. Box 188 _ r, 
Burley, lb, 83318 --'?...~ 
__ By depositing. copies of the same in the United States Mail,.postage prepaid, at the Burley 
Post Office in Burley, Idaho._ - -
__ By hrmd delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorney at the address above 
indicated. · · · 
___ By faxing or e-mailing copies of the same to said attorney at his/her fax number or e-mail 
address---~' . 
__ By delivering a copy thereof to said attorney's mail file or·basket at the Minidoka County 
Courthouse in Rupert, Idaho. · -
,,,./ ! 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPT - 2 





State of Idaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Arraignment 
, ......... 
Hearing date: 11/28/2016 
Time: 9:29 am 
Judge: Jonathan Brody 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-1 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland 
Tape Number: recorded to server 
Defense Attorney: Mini-Cassia Public Defender 
Prosecutor: Michael Tribe 
Defendant is present 
' . 
Court notes that Mr. Wat~cih is also present for arraignment, 
( C.,~, 20 l b-22 :i I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 11/28/2016 01 :29 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied~ 
Court calls case, inquires re: finances - Defendant responds - Court continues public 
defender appointment, inquires re: information - defendant has copy, waives formal 
reading, charges under true and correct name and identity and other identifying 
information is correct 
Court informs of count I poss. of controlled sub, informs of max penalty - Defendant 
uriilerstands 
Cciurt informs of other felony conviction consequences - Defendant understands 
Court informs of count II poss. of drug paraphernalia, misdemeanor, informs of max 
penalty- Defendant understands 
9:3.2 .a;m. Court informs of defendant's rights - Defendant understands 
Mr,,Byington enters not-guilty plea, will file motion to suppress, is probable cause issue 
1 
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( 
Court signed order for preparation of transcript and deadline is 12-21 
Mr. Byington asks to set for motion to suppress 
Court sets jury trial 2-22, pretrial on 2-13, motion to suppress on 1-30@ 1:30 p.m., 
continues bond or release with any prior conditions and see next month 
9:36 a.m. recess 
2 
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I llC.:11'--UI~ 1u •• ;;u.111-,u~I \.M~.;)IM FVI-.IL.llw- 1..11..1 l..11i.ll..l'\ ( .. 
Dennis R. Byington, Esq., ISB No. 2839 
MINI-CASSIA PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE 
1521 Overland Avenue 
P. 0. Box 188 
Burley, ID 83318 
(208) 678-6801 
Fax (208) 878-3483 
Attorney for Defendant 
~.r'III.Jl4C.UUU/UV"'IUV J' •'-''-' 1,..,vw 
( C,K~20l 0- ""2'2.::.) · 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 11/29/201610:51 AM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE D.ISJ'_,:.CT CQ~~T 
Flied ~~•wt~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF JD.AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
•c' 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 









_______ _b,D'.,cefio!ie:llnd>1.1an;w,,.t. _~__J_) 
Case No. CR 2016-2231 *D 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW, the above named Defendant, Darryl Joe Albertson, by and through his 
attorney, Dennis R. Byington, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 12(b), and hereby moves this 
Court to suppress all evidence gathered by the State in this matter, and t.o.dismiss the charges 
against the Defendant. 
As grounds therefore, Defendant would state and allege as follows: 
The Defendant's property was posted "No Trespassing," and the Officer had no probable 
cause to come upon Defendant's premises, and enter thereon without pennission. Without a 
warrant and without valid exceptions to the warrant requirement, .the search of Defendant's 
premises was illegal, and all evidence from such search should be suppressed, along with the 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS· 1 
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fruit of such search, including any statements made by the Defendant. 
WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reason, Defendant prays that all evidence obtained, 
including any confessions or admissions, be suppressed, and that the charges in this matter be 
dismissed. 
ORAL Argument is request. · 
DATED This ii, day ofNovember, 2016. 
is R. Byington 
A omey for Defendant 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 2 
r.vv,rvu..; 
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~ ... , ·-~--· -- ---
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the l!J.. day of November, 2016, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon the attorney named below in the.manner noted: 
Michael Tribe 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
__ By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the Burley 
Post Office in Burley, Idaho. 
__ By hand delivering copies of 1he same to the office of the attorney at the address above 
indicated. 
1 By telecopying copies of the same to said attorney at his/her telecopy number 
· __ By delivering a copy thereof to said attorney's mail file or basket at the Minidoka County 
Courthouse in Rupert, Idaho. 
B:11/4~~~~~,_J_---+-
D nnis R. Byington 
A orney for Defendant 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS ~ 3 





State of Idaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Motion To Suppress 
Hearing date: 1/30/2017 
Time: 2:20 pm 
Judge: Jonathan Brody 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-1 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland 
Tape Number: recorded to server 
Defense Attorney: Mini-Cassia Public Defender 
Prosecutor: Lance Stevenson 
Defendant is present 
Court calls case, set for motion to suppress, inquires 
CR~-:2.016-22.c\ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 1/30/2017 05:52 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Filed By~,,tef 
Mr. Stevenson will go forward, issue is whether or not officer was in proper place at proper 
time, explains further 
Court comments, plain view and curtilage case 
Mr. Byington does not agree, posted no trespassing, explains objections, issue is did officer 
have right to be upon the property in the first place 
Court comments, entering into curtilage, whether lawful or not, and what was seen from 
there 
Mr. Stevenson cites to State V Rigo/at@ 1231267, calls Lt. Dan Kindig as witness 
Clerk administers witness oath 
2:24 p.m. Mr. Stevenson begins direct examination of witness - Witness responds 
1 




Mr. Byington objection - not responsive 
Court comments, think is responsive 
Mr. Byington getting into narration, ask questions then answer 
Mr. Stevenson will back up 
Court overrules objection, may help to back up and clarify 
( 
2:26 p.m. Mr. Stevenson restate question, continues DX - Witness responds, explains 
contact he has had with defendant prior to 8-10-16 - Mr. Stevenson inquires on DX re: date 
of contact on 8-10-16 - Witness responds, went to contact defendant about large purchases 
of sulfur-
Court comments, witness is Captain - Mr. Stevenson responds 
2:29 p.m. Mr. Stevenson continues DX of Captain Kindig-Witness diagrams location of the 
entrance to defendant's home, shows where he located the trespassing sign was at a later 
date 
Court inquires oflocation of power pole - witness responds 
2:36 p.m. Mr. Stevenson nothing further on direct 
Mr. Byington beings cross examination of witness, presents defense proposed A, 
Court will mark diagrams as State's #1 for demonstrative purposes 
Mr. Byington inquires of witness - Witness responds, is photograph of defendant's 
property, moves for admission 
Mr. Stevenson inquires in lieu of objection, no foundation laid 
Court comments 
Mr. Byington inquires further of witness re; exhibit, photo was taken on day of preliminary 
hearing, - Witness responds 
Mr. Stevenson has no objection for purposes of this hearing but court needs to be aware 
that photo was not taken on August 10 
Court comments, goes to weight, will admit Defense A 
Mr. Byington offers proposed exhibit Defense B, inquires of witness, and moves to admit B 
2 
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Mr. Stevenson same objection, was not talrnn on 8-10 
Court comments, will admit B, goes to weight 
Mr. Byington offers Defense C and D - Mr. Stevenson reviews -
2:43 p.m. Mr. Byington inquires of witness re: Defense C and D - Witness responds, the 
photos are of the same property - Mr. Byington clarifies responds, could be differences 
from day of offense to date of photos - Witness responds - Mr. Byington moves to submit 
defense C and D 
Mr. Stevenson no objection 
Court admits defense C and D 
2:45 p.m. Mr. Byington continues CX - Witness responds re: mail boxes on road-
2:4 7 p.m. Mr. Byington continues CX - nothing further at 2:50 p.m. 
2:50 p.m. Mr. Stevenson begins redirect, inquires re: Defense exhibit C, inquires re: 
Defense exhibit D, continues ROX - Witness responds, did not observe a no trespass sign on 
8-10-16 
2:55 p.m. Mr. Stevenson nothing further 
Mr. Byington nothing further 
Court excuses witnesses 
Mr. Stevenson no further witnesses 
Mr. Byington calls Darryl Albertson 
Clerk administers witness oath 
2:55 p.m. Mr. Byington begins direct examination of defendant- nothing further 
2:57 p.m. Mr. Stevenson begins cross-examination of witness - nothing further on cross 
Mr. Byington nothing further 
Court excuses witness 
3:00 p.m. Mr. Stevenson makes dosing arguments, cites considerations, cites cases State V 
Rigolot, State V Kelly and State v Corbett which is a 1973 Oregon case and reads portion 
into record, continues argument, officer did not see not trespass sign and is not an issue, 
3 
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continues argument, based on officer's observation from front porch, where State believes 
he could be, ask the court to deny the motion 
Court questions if any changes since analysis in US Supreme Court about trespassery, 
continues 
Mr. Stevenson responds and inquires - Court responds and inquires further - Mr. Stevenson 
responds, cites further State V Rigolet, concludes argument 
3:08 p.m. Mr. Byington makes defense argument in support of motion to suppress, cites 
considerations 
3:10 p.m. Court comments to clarify, inquires if any cases saying that a No Trespassing 
Sign is a bar to anyone entering the property- Mr. Byington responds, there are strict 
limitations what an officer and do and in a place where he can legally be, 
3:11 p.m. Mr. Byington continues argument, if posted no trespassing then was not some 
place that he could be, was abuse of authority, not entitled to be there, evidence obtained is 
not admissible 
3:12 p.m. Mr. Stevenson makes rebuttal argument, was where ordinary visitors can go and 
observed, asking that Court deny motion 
3:13 p.m. Court takes matter under advisement, instructs defendant to stay in touch with 
attorney, will try to get out before pretrial on 2-13 and instructs defendant to be here for 
that. 
3:14 p.m. recess 
4 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 2/9/201711:00 AM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Filed By;fo,,t'J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE O:F IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO 
The Plaintiff, 
V. 


















On January 30, 2016, the Court heard oral argument on defendant's motion to suppress 
evidence obtained after an officer observed the defendant smoking methamphetamine through 
the front window of the defendant's home. The matter was taken under advisement on January 
30, 2016. 
On August 10, 2016, the Cassia County Sheriff's Office received infonnation that the 
defendant had purchased two large bags of sulfur, which may have been of interest to U.S. 
Homeland Security. The information was conveyed to Minidoka County Sheriff's Captain Dan 
r::-·'·"' .:;;.-·.·,., 
il?ase+i 
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Kindig who volunteered to speak to the defendant because he had known him for a long time. 
No one was at home the first time that Captain Kindig went to the defendant's home, so Captain 
Kindig came back. another day to speak with the defendant. On the day of the second visit, 
Captain Kindig drove to the property, pulled up into the driveway, parked, and walked along the 
shortest path a visitor would naturally take to approach the front door. There is a "No 
Trespassing" sign on a pole on the comer of the property. When Captain Kindig approached the 
front door, and stood on the small porch of the trailer home, he saw the defendant smoking 
methamphetamine through the front window inunediately to the left of the front door. Captain 
Kindig knocked on the door and spoke with the defendant about the sulfur and the 
methamphetan1ine. Captain Kindig then placed the Defendant under arrest for possession of 
methamphetamine. 
The Defendant is being charged with possession of a controlled substance under Idaho 
Code§ 37-2732(c)(l) and Possession of Drug Paraphernalia with Intent to Use under Idaho Code 
§ 37-2734A(l). Defendant moved to suppress any and all evidence in the case as having been 
unreasonably obtained in violation of his Fourth Amendment rights because Captain Kindig had 
not been invited onto the defendant's property and therefore had conducted an illegal search of 
the defendant's home. For the reasons set forth hereafter, defendant's Motion to Suppress is 
denied. 
ANALYSIS 
The question before the Court is whether the "No Trespassing" sign revoked the 
defendant's implied consent for officers to enter his property for an investigatory conversation. 
The Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States protects "persons, places, and 
effects" from unreasonable search and seizure. U.S. Const. art. IV. While each protected area is 
Page 12 
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treated equally, the home is the first among equals. Florida v. Jardines, 133 S. Ct. 1409 (2013). 
The curtilage is the land immediately surrounding and associated with the home. Oliver v. U.S., 
466 U.S. 170, 180 (1984), and the curtilage is treated as a part of the home. U.S. v. Dunn, 480 
U.S. 294, 300 (1987). 
It is well established that police may approach the home, without a warrant, to speak with 
the owner because a private citizen may do the same. Kentucky v. King, 563 U.S. 452, 469-70 
(2011 ). This permission may be granted through an implied license to approach based on the 
habits of the country. AfcKee v. Gratz, 260 U.S. 127, 136 (1922); See Breardv. Alexandria, 341 
U.S. 622 (1951) (stating that the knocker on the front door is treated as an invitation or license to 
attempt entry). Moreover, posting a "No Trespassing" sii,,'ll may indicate that a person does not 
wish to be disturbed, but the signs "cam1ot reasonably be interpreted to exclude normal, 
legitimate, inquiries or visits by mail carriers, newspaper deliverers, census takers, neighbors, 
friends, utility workers and others who restrict their movements to the areas of one's property 
normally used to approach the home." State v. Rigoulot, 123 Idaho 267,272 (Ct. App. 1992); 
See also State v. Lineenberger, 151 Idaho 680 (Ct. App. 2011) (Stating that when police go onto 
private property to conduct an investigation, and restrict their movements to places ordinary 
visitors could be expected to go, observations made from those vantage points do not implicate 
the Fourth Amendment). 
In Stale v. Howard, the Idaho Court of Appeals held that officers had not gone beyond 
the scope of the implied license to enter the property and speak with the owner when they used a 
back entrance to the defendant's property, passed no trespassing signs, and investigated when 
they smelled marijuana on a passing breeze while in the curtilage of the home, 155 Idaho 666 
(Ct. App. 2013). On appeal, the defendant asserted that the officers violated his Fourth 
Page I 3 
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Amendment rights by entering the curtilage of his home, and but for that violation they would 
not have smelled any marijuana. Id. The Court concluded that the officer's conduct was within 
the scope of the implied license to enter the property and speak with the own.er and rejected the 
defendant's appeal of the ruling on suppression of the evidence. Id. 
In addition, the I 0th Circuit Court of Appeals, citing and discussing Idaho case law, 
addressed this issue in U.S. v. Carloss, 818 F.3d 988 (10th Cir. 2016), cert. denied. Two officers 
from the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms received a tip that Mr. Carloss, a 
convicted felon, was in position of a firearm, possibly a machine gun, and was selling 
methamphetamine. Id. Several ''No Trespassing" signs had been placed around the area and on 
the front door. Id. Additional signs had been posted on a wooden pole near the parking area and 
around the driveway. Id. The officers proceeded to the door, knocked for "several minutes," and 
waited \mtil Mr. Carloss exited the back door of the house and engaged the officers. Id. The 
10th Circuit held that the mnnerous "No Trespassing" signs were insufficient to revoke the 
implied license discussed in Flordia v. Jardines, and that the officers did not conduct a search 
when they went onto Mr, Carloss' front porch. Id at 994. 
In this case, Captain Kindig entered the curtilage of the defendant's home in order to 
conduct an investigation. By his own admission, he did not suspect that the defendant had 
violated any law. Like the officers in Howard, Captain Kindig passed a no trespassing sign as he 
approached the home, and did so based on the implied license to approach the home discussed in 
McKee, Breard, and King. There is no evidence that Captain Kindig noticed the sign; it is not 
the most prominent or noticeable sign. However, for purposes of deciding this motion, the Court 
assumes that the sign was there on the date of the search and that Captain Kindig could have seen 
it. The ''No Trespassing" signs were insufficient to revoke the implied license discussed in the 
Page 14 
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above-cited cases. The sign here is less prominent and is insufficient to revoke the implied 
license. Therefore, Captain Kindig was in a location that he was legally allowed to be in when 
he observed the defendant smoking methampbetamine in the defendant's living room, and bis 
view of the defendant smoking methan1phetamine in the defendant's living room did not 
constitute a search under the Fourth Amendment. 
CONCLUSION 
The defendant's Motion to Suppress is hereby DENIED. 
Dated; _.,_....,_,,,__,,,_,..-,..-,....~-~---
Signed: _ __J_f{AIL!&ULJ~---2:.'t,(J,!:'.Li..--
Page I 5 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, ::rc,.,\~\- SLl«i.? clu v1 U: , Deputy Clerk for the County of Minidoka, do hereby 
certify that on the ___ :_\_, __ day of _1&\d,iP-vi , 2017, I filed the original and caused 
to be served a true and correct copy of the abov&imd foregoing document: ORDER DENYING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS, to each of the persons as listed below: 
Michael Tribe 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Dennis Byington 
P.O. Box 188 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
_,,, Overnight Mail 
Via Facsimile 
----+-- Via Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 




Clerk of the District Court 
Mitpclflk; Coj:nty.~ Idah.o 
,,-·•Y.~-·-······ \- j ) ,. / {'7 
/ i '. ~\ ... '·········'." ··, ... -- .· ·t· .. i i II' 
BY:.:, j/ /j/.A,V,,_ '/L It1f.Y 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
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State ofldaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 2/13/2017 
Time: 10:58 am 
Judge: Jonathan Brody 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-1 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland 
Tape Number: recorded to server 
Defense Attorney: Mini-Cassia Public Defender 
Prosecutor: Michael Tribe 
Defendant is present 
Court calls case, 
Mr. Byington has just received order on motion this morning 
Court responds 
Mr. Byington has offer on table, do not intend to go to trial on zznd 
02.-:2£5~1-a-~:2.,;;3·\ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 2/13/2017 01 :30 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By~et"J 
Court responds and inquires to vacate trial and set for status on March 6, have no issues 
with conditional plea, comments further, instructs defendant to stay in touch with attorney 
and see next hearing 
11:01 a.m. recess 
1 




State ofldaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 3/6/2017 
Time: 11:06 am 
Judge: Jonathan Brody 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-1 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland 
Tape Number: recorded to server 
Defense Attorney: Mini-Cassia Public Defender 
Prosecutor: Michael Tribe 
Defendant is present 
Court calls case, briefly reviews, inquires 
Mr. Byington asks to reset for trial and pretrial 
Court sets for 4-12 trial and 4-3 pretrial 
Mr. Byington agrees is speedy trial 
Court instructs to keep in touch with attorney and see on 4-3 
11:03 a.m. recess 
1 
I,'. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 3/6/2017 01 :07 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By;fo,,t'ef 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney {ISB#7733) 
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosacutins1 Attorney /ISB#7955) 
MICHAEL P, TRIBE, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney {ISB/16816) 
715 G.Street, P, O. Box368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Office: (208)436-7187 
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177 
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO 
( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 3/13/2017 04:00 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Filed By;fo,,t eJ' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) Case No. CR-2016-2231 
) 
) 
) MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE 
) 
) 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, Lance D. Stevenson, Prosecuting Attorney in and for Minidoka 
County, State of Idaho, and moves this Court to continue the ,Jury Trial, heretofore 
scheduled for April 12, 2017, and reset at n time convenient for the Court, for and on 
the grounds tltnt the forensic scientist is unavailable for April 12, 13, 2017. 
DATED this 74 day of March, 2017. 
6?L~~.,, 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~-1-· '..n1,1 .. 
I hereby certify that on this _/}"' day of_ .. _·1_·1+(._';,,_r.d~,·-:.J ______ _ 
2017, I delivered a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon 
the attorney(s) named below in the mannei· noted: 
Dennis Byington 
P. 0. Box 188 
Burley, ID 83318 
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his 
office at the address stated above. 
/ By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the Clerk's 
Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse, 
By telecopying copies of the same to said attorncys(s) at the telccopied number 
---------~ and by then mailing copies of the same in the United 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LANCED. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney /ISBff7733/ 
ALAN GOODMAN, Oeputy Proseculing Attorney /ISB#2778/ 
RICHARDS. HEMSLEY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (IS8#79SSJ 
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Office: (208)436"7187 
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177 
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAllO 
/ 
I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 3/15/2017 04:54 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By~,,t& 
IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CR-2016-2231 
) 
) 






IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that said Jury Trial is hereby vacated and the clerk 
of this court shall reschedule the Jury Trial at a time convenient to the Court. 
,,f' 
DONE this .l!:J__ day of March, 2017. 
Atw1tV' •?ffJ 
2 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this \h day of ...,\'Y\-'-'ru=--'c"-'-,h..,__ __ ,, 2017, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the 
attorney(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Dennis Byington 
P. O, Box 188 
Burley, ID 83318 - 2.(Y'f\D<,J/ 
Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney 
P, O. Box 368 
Burley, ID 83350 - £1~ 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at 
the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at bis 
office at the address stated above. 
By placing copies of the same in the Public Defender's basket located in the 
Clerk's Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse. 
By telecopying copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at the tclecopied number 
______ __, and by then mailing copies of the same in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
4 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (IS8#7733/ 
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, C/1/ef Depufy Prosecuting Attornsy (lSB#7955/ 
MICHAEL P. TRIBE, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (ISB/168I6/ 
P.O. Box368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Office: (208)436-7187 
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177 
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 4/28/2017 01 :03 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Filed By:foeitd 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTIUCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
MAGISTRATE COURT 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Defendant, 
) 
) Case No. CR-2016-2231 
) 
) 





COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Lance D. Stevenson, 
Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Minidoka, moves this Court for a 
pretrial ruling pursuant to the courts Order Denying Defendant's Motion To Suppress 
filed, February 9, 2017. Pursuant to that court order the Court found that Captain 
Kindig locations and observations were constitutionally legal under the Fourth 
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I 
Amendment. Therefore, the state request that the defendant be limited to arguing that 
Captain Kindig's locations and observations were not legal and lawful . 
.., ,,,_,,t/ 
DATED this 0 Q day of April, 2017. 
/ ~~£;;; 
Lance D. Stevenson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ,,65:,tc- day of Apl"il, 2017, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Motion in Limine upon the party below in the manner 
noted: 
Dennis Byington 
Mini-Cassia Public Defender Office 
P.O. Bo 188 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, 
postage pre-paid, at the Rupert Post Office in Rupert, Idaho. 
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the 
attorney at the address indicated above. 
__ X__ By faxing copies of the same to said attoi·ney at his/her 
facsimile number. 
By delivering a copy thereof to the said attorney's basket 
located at the Minidoka County Courthouse Rupert, Idaho. 
/ -, 
I , 
(,.-- 1)),••' j 
~-
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COURT MINUTES 
CR-2016-0002231 
State ofldaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 5/1/2017 
Time: 11:18 am 
Judge: Jonathan Brody 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-1 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland 
Tape Number: recorded to server 
Defense Attorney: Mini-Cassia Public Defender 
Prosecutor: Lance Stevenson 
Defendant is present 
Court calls case, have motion in limine and also pretrial 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 5/1/2017 01:23 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By~et ;f 
Mr. Byington addresses court, have not been able to come to agreement on how to proceed, 
suggest possibility of reconsidering motion to suppress, and cites considerations, 
defendant would like another attorney, are at loggerheads 
Court questions Mr. Byington if seeking to withdraw - Mr. Byington responds, defendant's 
intent was to ask court to kindly appoint someone else, defendant does not think he is 
prepared or willing to fight the way he wants him to 
Defendant responds and comments further to the court 
11:21 a.m. Court comments to defendant, has right to counsel, right to appointed counsel 
does not necessarily give defendant right to choice of counsel and explains, inquires if 
would prefer different counsel - Defendant responds, have contacted Mr. Zollinger but he is 
appointed and would not do anything - Court responds, 
1 
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Mr. Byington comments, two individuals in this case are defendant and his son and Mr. 
Zollinger was appointed on son, son could be potential witness 
Court comments that could pose issue for Mr. Zollinger 
Defendant responds re: motion in limine 
Mr. Stevenson responds, defendant is kind of confused with motion in limine, credibility of 
Captain Kindig should be explored during trial, cites to issue in motion in limine 
Court comments to defendant, if matter goes to trial there are things that are appropriate 
and things that are not and explains to defendant, Court has made findings that can be 
appealed with a conditional plea, continues comments, defendant has important rights, 
only defendant has right to make decision whether or not to go to trial, only defendant has 
right to make decision to decide if will testify or not at trial, comments further to defendant 
Defendant responds and cites to probable cause issue 
Court responds, has made a ruling and that will stay ruling unless or until is reconsidered 
on motion or on appeal, trial is not best place for that, sounds like there has been 
breakdown in attorney /client relationship and inquires of defendant 
Defendant responds there has been breakdown, cites considerations 
Mr. Stevenson comments to court, Mr. Byington is well versed attorney, very capable of 
trying any case, do not know where breakup is, sounds like defendant just wants a different 
outcome that what it is, if do continue trial would be looking at two months to get lab tech 
if do waiver of speedy trial and have new attorney 
Defendant responds, Mr. Byington is good but just doesn't present evidence that defendant 
has re: probable cause to get on property, cites to 4th amendment 
Court comments, think see what getting at, cites to order denying motion to suppress 
where court notes that Captain Kindig said did not have evidence of law violation, is 
interesting area oflaw, inquires of Mr. Byington how to proceed 
Mr. Byington responds, could resolve area of concern if able to reopen motion to suppress 
and bring up further issues that defendant wants brought up, understand issue of lab tech 
and also that defendant does not want to waive speedy, would be better to have new 
counsel 
Court comments to defendant, cites considerations, if want new attorney would allow 
substitution and appoint new counsel but would require waiver of speedy trial 
2 
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Defendant responds and ask for new attorney 
Court comments and inquires of defendant re: waiver of speedy trial - defendant responds 
- Court cites considerations, information filed 11-14, cites to constitutional right and 
statutory right to speedy trial, no way a new attorney would be ready for either trial or 
reconsideration by next Wednesday 
Defendant responds, not trying to delay but to get information out need somebody - Court 
responds - Defendant responds further, speedy trial is not going to get out of anything 
Court explains right to speedy is defendant's right, choice that has to be made - Defendant 
responds, do not have problem to trial if can get information out - Court responds, can 
appoint new counsel but trial next Wednesday will not go - Defendant responds - Court 
11:4•2 a.m. Defendant is comfortable with continuing trial and willing to waive speedy trial, 
no alcohol, or drugs, is clean as can be, 
Court explains court is prepared to give speedy trial next Wednesday with Mr. Byington 
11:43 a.m. DEFENDANT WAIVES SPEEDY TRAIL 
Court will allow Mr. Byington to withdraw and will appoint Jeremy Pittard, will set for 
status on May 22 and court will prepare order and get notice to Mr. Pittard, trial next week 
is vacated 
11:44 a.m. recess 
3 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Darryl Joe Albertson 
104 S 500W 
Paul, ID 83347 
Defendant. 
  
   
Fl Judicial District Court, State of ldai 
In and For the County of Minidoka 
715 G Street 
Rupert, Idaho 83350 
Citation No: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
51~ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 5/1/2017 01 :28 PM 
Patty Temple 















Case No: CR-2016-0002231 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of Darryl Joe Albertson, and it appearing to be a proper 
case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that an attorney be appointed through the: 
Jeremy Pittard 
101 w.1s1"street 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
(208) 878-3366 
Public Defender for the County of Minidoka, State of Idaho, a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is 
hereby appointed to represent said Defendant, Darryl Joe Albertson, in all proceedings in the above-entitled 
case. 
The Defendant is further advised that he/she may be r~qy]:1 to reimburse the Court for all or part of the cost 
of Court appointed counsel. Minimum Amount of$ I ) . . 





Order Appointing Public Defender 
·gJ -1 
QOC30 10188 
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JEREMY L. PITTARD 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
101 W 18th St 




Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 5/16/2017 02:34 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Filed By:~otd 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff; 
vs. 











MOTION FOR PREPARATION 
OF TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, by aud 
through his attorney of record, JEREMY L. PITT ARD , and hereby moves this 
Honorable Court for an Order to provide the Defendant with a copy of the Motion to 
Suppress Hearing Transcript of Motion to Suppress hearing held on January 30, 2017 at 
1:30 p.m. The transcript of said hearing would be beneficial in preparing for the Jury 
Trial. We would further request that said transcript be prepared at county expense as the 
Defendant is indigent. 
DATED this Jv~~ay of May, 2017. 
Motion/Order for Preparation 
of Preliminary Transcript 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1~~':tay of May, 2017, I served a true and 
correct copy of the within foregoing document upon the attorney named below in the 
manner noted: 
Minidoka County Prosecutor 
cdraper@co.minidoka.id.us 
Motion/Order for Preparation 
of Preliminary Transcript 
Email 
2 
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JEREMY L. PITTARD 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
101 W 18th St 




Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 5/17/2017 11 :53 AM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Filed By:Jo7,et ;/ 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF TIIE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Defendant. 










* * * * * 
Case No. CR-2016-2231 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION 
OF TRANSCRJPT 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a transcript of the Motion to Suppress Hearing 
which transpired on Jan nary 30, 2017 at 1 :30 p.m. in the above-entitled case be 
prepared. Further, that said transcript be prepared at county expense as the Defendant 
is indigent. 
,r 
DATED This f]__ day May, 2017. 
Motion/Order for Preparation 
of Preliminary Transcript 3 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .Jlday of May, 2017 a true and conect copy 
of the foregoing ORDER was delivered to the following: 
Minidoka County Prosecutor 
cdraper@co.minidol<a.id. us 
Attorney for Defendant 
Jeremy L. Pittard 
pd.jpittardlaw@ll!Jl!iil,com 
Minidoka Couuty Auditor 
CoLA1'\ 8--ip:.1r:\-u- trm.c,j 
\'l'o,u,\Q9..,, Do..u....+rn 
Motion/Order for Preparation 
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COURT MINUTES 
CR-2016-0002231 
State of Idaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 5/22/2017 
Time: 9:08 am 
Judge: Jonathan Brody 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-1 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland 
Tape Number: recorded to server 
Defense Attorney: Jeremy Pittard 
Prosecutor: Lance Stevenson 
Defendant is present 
Court calls case and inquires 
Mr. Pittard asks to have case set for trial 
Mr. Stevenson responds, set in august as need lab tech 
Court sets trail on 8-23, pretrial on 8-14, status on 7-17 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
St~ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 5/22/2017 01:07 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By:fi,ot'ef 
Mr. Stevenson reminds court need to hear motion in limine, suggest hearing on pretrial 
hearing 
Court will hear at pretrial 
9:10 a.m. recess 
1 




State of Idaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 7/17/2017 
Time: 9:21 am 
Judge: Jonathan Brody 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-1 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland 
Tape Number: recorded to server 
Defense Attorney: Jeremy Pittard 
Prosecutor: Stanley Holloway 
Defendant is present 
Court calls case, inquires 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 7/17/201711:38 AM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By~g/ef 
Mr. Pittard addresses court, has reviewed all discovery and transcript, have submitted 
additional discovery request, ask to keep on trial calendar 
Mr. Holloway no comments 
Court continues bond with any prior conditions and stay in touch with counsel 
9:22 am recess 
1 
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JEREMY L. PITTARD 
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC 
101 West 18th Street 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
Telephone (208) 878-3366 
Facsimile (208) 416-6996 
ISBN 8003 
jpittaxd!aw@gmail.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 8/11/201712:15 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By~et& 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 











Case No.: CR-2016-2231 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS AND 
DISMISS AND REQUEST FOR 
HEARING 
COMES NOW, the Defendant, Darryl Joe Albertson, by and through his counsel 
of record, Jeremy L. Pittard, and hereby moves this Honorable Court for an Order 
suppressing all evidence obtained and statements made by the Defendant in the above-
entitled matter as a result of the investigating officer's unlawful and illegal conduct 
with regard to Mr. Darryl Joe Albertson's State and/or Federal Constitutional rights 
and/or statutory rights. 
Motion to Suppress and Dismiss " 2 
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This motion is based on defects in the statute, complaint, citation, or all of them, 
and/or the lack of legal and/or probable cause and/or reasonable suspicion for the 
officer's contact, interrogations, search and/or detainment of the Defendant. Specifically, 
the Defendant makes the following contentions: 
1. Deputy Dan Kindig did not have the tequisite reasonable suspicion or 
probable cause to stop at the Defendant's home to investigate Mr. Darryl 
Joe Albertson on August 10, 2016. 
Therefore, the Defendant moves that any and all statements made by the 
Defendant and any and all evidence retrieved from the Defendant or Defendant's 
property be suppressed as these statements and/or evidence were obtained in violation 
of the Defendant's State and/or Federal Constitutional rights and/or statutory rights. 
A hearing is requested at the Court's earliest convenience, at which time the 
Defendant requests the opportunity to present testimony and evidence to the Court in 
the matter. 
DATED this JJ.!2 day August, 2017. 
Motion to Suppress and Dismiss "2 
Jer~ Littard 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the // /b day of August, 2017, I served a true and 
correct copy of the within foregoing document upon the attorney named below in the 
manner noted: 
Minidoka County Prosecutor 
Lance Stevenson 
lsolis@co.minidoka.id.us 
Motion to Suppress and Dismiss - 2 
Email 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5111 JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 8/11/2017 02:01 PM 
Patty Temple 
MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By:,,,t:,,et& 
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuring Attorney /ISB/17733) 
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /IS8#79SS/ 
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Aiforney /1S8#3106/ 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Office: (208)436-7187 
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177 
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 














MOTION IN LIMINE 
LIMITING TESTIMONY 
OF DEFENDANT 
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Lance D. Stevenson, 
Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Minidoka, moves this Court for a 
pretrial ruling limiting testimony of defendant regarding legal conclusions previously 
concluded by the Court on trespassing and Captain Kindig's view of the defendant in 
the living room as an illegal search. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
/{ !IS d I hereby certify that on the-~--- day of August, 2017, I served a true an 
correct copy of the foregoing Motion in Limine upon the party below in the manner 
noted: 
Jei·emy Pittard 
101 w. 18th St. 
Burley, ID 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States Mail, 
postage pre-paid, at the Rupert Post Office in Rupert, Idaho. 
By hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the 
attorney at the address indicated above. 
__ X__ By faxing copies of the same to said attorney at his/her 
facsimile number. 
By delivering a copy thereof to the said attorney's basket 
located at the Minidoka County Courthouse Rupert, Idaho. 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LANCED. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney /IS8#7733) 
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Aflomey /ISB#7955) 
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /ISB#3l06) 
715 G. Street, P. 0. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Office: {208)436-7187 
Facsimile: {208) 436-3177 
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 8/11/2017 @4:55 p.m. 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By:,Jonot& 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
MAGISTRATE COURT 














OBJECTION TO MOTION TO 
SUPPRESS AND DISMISS 
COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and through Lance D. Stevenson, 
Prosecuting Attomey in and for the County of Minidoka, requests the Court deny 
Defendant's motion to suppress and dismiss. 
The State objects to the filing of the Motion to Suppress and Dismiss pursuant to 
!.C.R. 12d. This motion was not timely filed. The State further objects to the Motion to 
Suppress and Dismiss based on the fact that the Court has already heard and adjudicated 
this matter. 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT. l 
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Further, the State objects to the Motion to Suppress and Dismiss filed on August 
11, 2017, in the above-entitled case by Jeremy L. Pittard, attorney for the defendant. In 
the motion, the Defendant states that he seeks to suppress "all evidence obtained and 
statements made by the defendant", (Mot Suppress I.) 
Idaho Criminal Rule l2(b) provides that a "motion to suppress evidence shall 
describe the evidence sought to be suppressed." (Italics added.) Additionally, the Felony 
Criminal Caseflow management Plan adopted by Administrative Order 20 I 5-02 on April 
9, 2015, in the Idaho Fifth Judicial District, provides in relevant part: 
Motions to Suppress: A motion to suppress evidence shall: 
(a)(!) describe the evidence sought to be suppressed; 
(a)(2) set fmth the standing of the movant to make the application; and 
(a)(3) specify sufficient legal and factual grounds for the motion to give 
the opposing pa1ty reasonable notice of the issues and to enable the comt 
to determine what proceedings are appropriate to address them. 
(Felony Criminal Caseflow Management Plan 9.) 
As the motion to suppress and dismiss CU!Tently stands, the Defendant's 
description of the evidence sought to be suppressed is too vague. THEREFORE, the state 
request that this motion be denied until Defendant supplements his motion to suppress by 
filing a statement of the specific evidence that he seeks to have suppressed and a 
statement setting forth when and where such evidence was found. 
br-y,r -· 
By R': ~
Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT· 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
If ct c~.·,w.,:t. I hereby certify that on this day of __ _ ,_~--------~• 2017, I 
delivered a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the 
attorney(s) mimed below in the manner noted: 
Jeremy L, Pittard 
101 West 18th St. 
Burley, ID 83318 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the 
post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his office at 
the address stated above. 
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the Clerk's Office 
/ 
in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse. 
__ By faxing copies to said attorney. 




State of Idaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 8/14/2017 
Time: 10:11 am 
Judge: Jonathan Brody 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-! 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes C1erk: Janet Sunderland 
Tape Number: recorded to server 
Defense Attorney: Jeremy Pittard 
Prosecutor: Lance Stevenson 
Defendant is present 
I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 8/14/2017 @4:50 P.M. 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By~ot '3 
Court cai1~ case, also has motions filed, motion to suppress and motions in limine, 
comment~ re: prior motion to suppress decision and the court's findings on that, inquires 
re: basis of motion 
Mr. Pittard comments to court re: the prior motion to suppress and the issue that was 
litigated then, (in current motion to suppress think defendant's main contention was 
reason for officer coming to residence in first place 
Court responds did not think there was reasonable suspicion or probable cause but did not 
perceive it as one that would affect the search, inquires of state 
Mr. Stevenson reviews his recollection of why Captain Kindig went to property, Mr, 
Stevenso,, feels court has decided that Captain Kindig was lawfully there 
Court responds and comments re; reasonable suspicion and entry into curtilage of home 
with no suspicion or probable cause, comments further 
1 
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,.. .... 
I ( 
10:20 a.m. Mr. Pittard summarizes basis for motion to suppress, cites to original motion to 
suppress and preliminary hearing transcript and the reason the officer gave for 
approaching the residence 
Court cites to decision on page #4 of order denying motion to suppress and for purposes of 
decision there was no law violation, officer did not suspect that defendant violated any law, 
comments further, comments re: no trespassing sign issue 
Mr. Pittard comments, what is done is done, do not believe there is way to put on new facts 
Court comments, if found new law, where officer was when indicated viewed things, if 
there is new law then motion to reconsider would be appropriate 
Mr. Pittard comments, court has found that there was no reason for officer to be at 
residence bu~ doesn't really matter 
Court responds 
Mr. Pittard will leave to court, state has filed objection 
Court would consider if found new case law 
10.29 a.m. Mr. Stevenson ask to hear state's motion in limine as are so close to trial, have 
offered the defendant all they can offer, are prepared to try the case 
Mr. Pittard will have lengthy discussion with defendant after hearing, are set for trial and 
will know the next day or two 
Court will have to get coverage for this trial as double set in Blaine County 
Mr. Pittard responds, will discuss with defendant 
Court takes up motionin limine and talks about limiting arguments in legal conclusions 
10:31 a.m. Mr. Stevenson makes argument in motion in limine re: legal conclusions, would 
like judge that hears the trial to take up motions in limine 
Court comments re: motions, conditional plea options, set for final pretrial on Monday and 
parties to discuss motion in limine and court will probably discuss with TCA for coverage 
today, 
Mr. Steve"son asks to be able to advise court within 24 hours 
Mr. Pittard clarifies that motion to suppress, because has already been litigated is denied 
2 
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( 
Court comments, if filed motion to reconsider with new law to consider then would 
consider but as stands now is denied, defendant to stay in touch with attorney 
10:37 a.m. recess 
3 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 





PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK .. 
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney /ISB#7733/ 
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /ISBi/7955/ 
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /ISBff3l06/ 
715 G. Street, P, O. Box 368 
Rupert. ID 83350 
Office: (208)436~7187 
Facsimile: (208) 436·3177 
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO 
,;: ----4=-,;=:-• DEPUTY .j 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 














TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT AND ,JEREMY PITTARD, 
ATTORNEY, 
The following individuals may be called to testify in the trial of this matter: 
1. Captain Dan Kindig 
2. Scott Hellstrom 
3. Jay Heward 
4. Kevin Horak 
5. Don Frazier 
6. Rob Cobbley 
7. Jodi Smith 
WITNESS LIST - 1 
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8. Wade Albertson 
9. Dustin Bourn 
10. Bobby Lowder 
DATED this 
WITNESS LIST - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this / :fD day of --'~=-~· "'4""'"".._ _____ ~ 
2017, I delive,·ed a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon 
the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Jeremy Pittard 
101 w. 18'h St. 
Burley, ID 83318 
✓ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at 
the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his 
office at the address stated above. 
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the clerk's 
Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse. 
By telecopying copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at the telecopicd number 
___________ __, and by then mailing copies of the same in the 
United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
WITNESS LIST • 3 




11 F\LCD-C:OTRICT coUR1 •\1\ 
MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY I ~;;~;:~~/:~--==-~~== ' ' }l 
STATE OF IDAHO ifft, f.iuli J l) 2ilil . :/'.'~t•·;)! 
LANCED. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney (IS8tl77J3J ~• , ' · ': ";~ 
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (ISB#79.fi,l • • ·- _ . _ f'.'RK ;-;! 
MICHAEL P. TRIBE, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney (ISB/16816} fl.••.• PAl 7 '( I [Mf:PI E, CL~ .;~ 
715G.Street,P.O.Box368 ,· .. ''- · TY '.i 
Rupert, ID 83350 a;:;;J OEPU · 
Office: (208)436·7187 ·.''I ____ .,------- -·-' 
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177 ·"· 
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DJSTIUCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 














TO: THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT AND HIS ATTORNEY, JEREMY 
PITTAIID: 
Please take notice that the State of Idaho intends to produce the 
following exhibits at the trial of this matter: 
1. Pictures 
2. Forensic Services Report 
3. Pipe 
DATED this 1.C day of August, 2017, 
~-<ca?~ J;ance0. Stevenson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
EXHIBIT LIST - l 
> 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
( 
I hereby certify that on th!s /s'° day of August, 2017, I delivered a true 
and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named 
below in the manner noted: 
;Jeremy Pittard 
101 w. 18th St. 
Burley, ID 83318 
/ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, 
at the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his 
office at the address stated above. 
By placing copies of the same in the Public Defender's basket located in the 
Clerk's Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse. 
By faxing copies of the same to said attorncys(s) nt the 
number: __ ~~~------' and by then mailing copies of the same in 
the United States Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
EXHIBIT LIST - 2 
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IF FILED-DISTRICT COURT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY\\'. CASE# __ ._,_, __ _ 
STATE OF IDAHO i: TIME_, __ _ 
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Attorney /ISB#7733/ ~c° 
ROBERT$, HEMLSEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attomey /ISB#79'$i!/ ·. 
~TAN HOLLOWAY, DeputyProseculingAttomey /158113106/ f,/ 
AUG .t 5 i,J11 
715 G. Street. P. o. Box 368 f PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK 
Rupert, ID 83350 f// r 
Office: (208)436-7187 ~I" , DEPUTY 
Facsimile: (208) 436-3177 v:( _____ ....:t..-' 
?,-, ...... 
ATTORNEYS FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 















Case No. CR-2016-2231 
NOTICE OF INTENT 
TO USE EXPERT WITNESS 
COMES NOW, that State ofldaho, by and through Lance D. Stevenson, 
Prosecuting Attorney, does hereby provide a Notice of Intent to use Expert Witness 
during the jury trial in the above-entitled case. Attached hereto is a curriculum vitae of 
NOTICE OF INTENT 
- l 
' ' 
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the expert used and we will forward all written report and conclusions when they are 
available. 
DONE this 
NO'rICE OF IN'rEN1' 
-2 
, 2017. 
/2~0~ t,-tance . Stevenson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this / :J4if day of ~ , 
2017, I delivered a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon 
the attorney(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Jei·emy Pittard 
101 W. 18°1 St. 
Burley, ID 83318 
~ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at 
the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his 
office at the address stated above. 
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the Clerk's 
Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse. 
By telecopying copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at the teJecopied number 
_________ ____, and by then mailing copies of the same in the United 
States Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
NO'l' I CE OF INTENT 
-3 
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Idaho State Police 
Service Since 1939 
Scott Hellstro1n 
Forensic Scientist II 
209 E. Lewis Street, Pocatello, Idaho 83201 
Phone: (208) 232-9474, Fax: (208) 232-3697 
scott.hellstrom@isp.idaho.gov 
CL. "Butch" Oitor 
c~vernQf 
Weber State University; Ogden, UT f .• 
Associates of Applied Science - Labor.~t§ty Chemical Technician 
Bachelor of Science-· Criminal Ju .. ~tice,XLaboratory Investigation) 
' "'~-
EXPERIENCE 
08/2013 - Present 
08/2011 - 08/2013 
Bachelor of Science - Chemistry (A'.CS Certified) 
,, 
Idaho State Police _F\,>J.',~;:j~ic seivides 
Forensic Scientis~-!J-.(Pocat1/fo) 
Drug analysi~;,s.hihdesttn~•·fot analysis and response 
,,_.,, ;' , .. , \ 
,i,,-, 
Idaho S\()t{Folic_ei~te~sic Services 
Foret:1~ip)cientisfl '(Meridian/Pocatello) 
Dr4g)rililysis, clandestine lab analysis and response 
,; ... \ 
09/2010 - 12/201 Q <weber-Metro CSI; Weber County, UT 
;<:·:.\ Intern with CSI Unit 
r··1·\,,' 
05/2009 -.osfa'oo9 Utah Crime Laboratory - Salt Lake City, UT 




2015-present Drug Analysis Fellow of the American Board of Criminalistics (ABC) 
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS; COMMITTEES; WORKING GROUPS 
2016 ... Present 
2014 - Present 
2014-- 2015 
SoutJ1 Western Association of Forensic Scientists (SWAFS) 
Clandestine Lab Investigating Che.mists (CLIC) 
CLIC Audit Committee member 
700 South Str.1tford Drive• Meridian, !daho 83642-6251 
EQUAL OPPORTtJNITY EMFLOYER 
Revised 1/11/17 
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Scott Hellstrom 
TESTIMONY 
Testified as an expert witness in controlled substance analysis: 
Ada County, ID 
Bannock County, ID 
Bonneville County, ID 
Canyon County, ID 
Caribou County, ID 
Cassia County, JD 
Custer County, ID 
Franklin County, ID 
Freemont County, ID 
Jefferson County, ID 
Jerome County, ID 
Madison County, ID 
Twin Falls County, ID 
C·-·"~ 
CONTINUING EDUCATION; ASSOCIATION MEETING:'ifCbNFERENCES 
),,,'> 
2016 ••Crucial Conversations (16 hrs) in J39ii;l;,1D 




-SW AFS Annual Conference (32 i1ts) in Galveston, TX r -, 
"Mass Hunter Training by Agif;il'f (6lir~) in Coeur d'Alene, ID ~. •,, ,,,,,' -~ 
-SW AFS Annual Confe;r1n·t1H32 J:ni).fa Oklahoma City, OK 
r.', _.< -..._.J ,.·'• ~-,.) "• 
-The Robert F. Bork1;1lstcin (;rn.ir:s'e on Alcohol & Highway Safety: 
!esting, Re.sear~hrfLit\g~ffon (40 hr course); presented by various 
msttuctors lll(Jlf?01run,ll,t\?n, IN 
"ASCLD/LA.B'Assessor Training Course (32 hrs plus exam); presented by 
Emma &u4oh fron(A'sCLD/LAB 
""Pri_n1)Ples of Le;riership"; semester course by Tim Campbell 
-CLI,G\.l,._nnual Seminar (24 hrs) in Vancouver, BC 
r\nstrument Troubleshooting and Maintenance (IO hrs); presented by Abe 
, 'Sanoja from MLS Technologies 
"1""··• •• \ 
,f\,,,, ': 
, .. )('/' -DEA Forensic Chemist Seminar (40 hrs) in Dulles, VA at the DEA 
·"···,.'\ .. ;: Special Testing and Research Lab 
.,• ... (•,,) · -Agilent eSeminar; "Practical Steps in GC Troubleshooting" 
-Agilent eSeminar; "Practical Steps in GC Method Development" 
2012 
2011 
-Agilent eSeminar; "How to Keep Your Application Running: Routine 
Maintenance" 
-Clandestine Laboratory Safety Certification (40 hrs); presented by Jerry 
Bucldin and Tim Binkley from NT:lS and MCTC 
••Courtroom Testimony Training (24 hrs); presented by Raymond Davis 
-Completed ISP Marijuana training program 
-Firearms Safety Training (internal tt·aining) 
-Completed ISP Solid Dosage training program 
"Uncertainty of Measurement (l6 hrs) 
-West Virginia University Online Courses: 
2 
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I ' I 
Scott Hellstrom 
Forensic Science 101: An Introduction 
Ethics in Forensic Science 
The Basics of Biological Evidence 
The Science of Fingerprints 
Forensic Photography 
·" 
Fundamentals of Forensic Toxicology 





(: .. ,. 
-Presentation at Pocatello High School, Sugar•Salem High Sdio6l, and 
Skyline High School about Forensic Science and ControlJ~ct};'~bstance 
Analysis .(<! " 
-Presentation at Pocatello High School about Fori:nsic Science and 
Controlled Substance Analysis · (' 
.(·., 
-STEM presentation on Forensic Chem)s!T)',md D1ug Analysis at Idaho 
State University '. ··· 
2012 -Presentation on Heroin and Opiates at Idaho State University 
·< \_/,.·.:.,;·•-,.! _,,;··-\:, 
2009 -Created Power Point op_q!jhe scii1*0phbtography for on-going training 
for the Utah Highway P4!rol. (' ;·•·' 
-Part of a team that,re~_earche~ 11iethods of lead testing and lead removal 
methods. Held,,;0;i-iinuniJ.y''.¢"d1ication night with free lead testing of 
household itefiis_;/-' ,-/,>'" 
< I,,·•( i 
('·-,i ,,-i_'I,,'::• 
RESEARCH; PUBLICATIO~S <\ · -
1·,. '"\ ,, 
2011 -R~f~~i'~iied sources of differences in IR spectra of cocaine HCl and 





('\' ... .J 
.,,, '•.,~• 
)h {. 'j '•, 
:·••"'j"\ __ .•.. 
3 
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i IIJAHO STATE POLICE FORENSIC SERVICES 
209 E. Lewis 
Pocatello, ID 83201-6465 
Phone: (208) 232-9474 
Fax: (208) 232-3697 
FORENSIC CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE ANALYSIS REPORT 
Case Agency($): Agency Case No(s).: Laboratory Case No.: 
MINIDOKA COUNTY SHERIFF'S 01-2016-00892 P2016-2206 
OFFICE 
Date(s) of Offense: Investigating Officer(s): . Report No.: 
8/10/2016 Daniel Kindig 1 
Pate Evidence Accepted: Analyst: 
9/23/2016 Scott Hellstrom 
Case Nl!lll~l,1; 
Suspect. DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON 
Lab Item# Agency Exhibit Description Conclusions and Additional 
Interpretations Information 
1 57185 glass smoking device Methamphetamine (CII) 
with residue 
DISPOSITION OF EVIDENCE: 
All items will be returned to the submitting agency. 
REMARl(S: 
I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the foregoing is true 
and correct. 
~ur,.,Juk= 
Scott Hellstrom/ Forensic Scientist 
Issue oaie: 11/03/2016 
Page 1 of2 
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•' ~,, 
.....,_ .. ,, 
I Laboratory Case Number: P2016·2206 
Idaho State Police 
Drug Restitution 
I Report No.: 1 
As provided in Idaho Code 37-2732(k), the Idaho State Police requests restitution from the 
defendant, DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON in the amount of $100 in association with 
Laboratory Case No. P2016-2206. This amount is based upon the testing of the sample(s) 
submitted to this laboratory. The amount requested reflects a portion of the cost incurred to the 
laboratory during the analysis of dnig evidence. 
Test Cost 
Controlled Substance Analvsis /1 sample(s)@ $100 ea.) $100 
Please present this restitution request form and a copy of the laboratory report to the court at the 
time of sentencing. 
Please make checks payable to: Forensic Services 
700 South Stratford 
Meridian, Idaho 83642-6202 




Pocatello Laboratory Manager 
Forensic Services 
Page 2 of2 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LANCE D. STEVENSON, Pro,ecullng Attorney {ISB#7733) 
ROBERTS. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney /1S8#7955) 
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney {ISBtt3106/ 
715 G. Street. P. 0. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Office: (208)436-7187 
Facsimile: (208) 436-31 77 
ATTORNEYS FOR STATE OF IDAHO 
( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
51h JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 8/17/2017 02:45 PM 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By:foet ';/ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 














Case No. CR-2016-2231 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
COMES NOW1 the State ofldaho, by and through Lance D, Stevenson, Prosecuting 
Attorney in and for the County of Minidoka, and moves to allow expert testimony of Scott 
Helstrom, State ofldaho Forensic Scientist. There was no formal pretrial schedule on this 
case. The state provided through discovery on November 4, 2016, the forensic laborntory 
analysis report indicating Scott Helstrom's opinion that the pipe submitted tested positive 
for Methamphetamine and disclosed through discovery Scott Helstrom as the Forensic 
Scientist. The state provided Defense counsel Scott Helstrom's curriculum vitae 011 August 
15, 2017. The state request a trial court ruling on expert disclosure of Scott Helstrom as 11n 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
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expert witness pursuant to Idaho Court Ruic 16(b)(7) nnd pursuant to State v, Allen, 145 
ldnho 183 (Idaho App. 2008). 
DATED,._ ___,,;;,:la.y of r , 2017. 
o-X< i:?~ 
Lance D. Stevenson 
Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION IN LT.MINE 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
?, . ,,_ I hereby certify that on this ,fft, day of __ ,.7'-"-°'-'1-'~c......c=--------'' 2017, I 
delivered :1 true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the 
attorney(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Jeremy Pittard 
101 W. 181~ St. 
Burley, ID 83318 
✓ 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at the 
post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
By Hnnd delivering copies of the same to the office of the attoi-neys(s) at his office at 
the address stated above. 
By placing copies of the same in the attorney's basket located in the Clerk's Office 
in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse. 
By tclecopying copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at the telecopicd number 
f 7 '1 ·J lff 3 , and by then mailing copies of the same in the United 
States Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
KimBo 
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JEREMY L. PITTARD 
ATTORNEY ATLAW,PLLC 
101 West 18th Street 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
Telephone (208) 878-3366 
Facsimile (208) 416-6996 
ISBN8003 
ipittardlaw@grnail.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 8-17-17 4:55 p.m. 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Filed By:foo#& 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-2016-2231 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO USE 
EXPERT WITNESS 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Darryl Joe Albertson, by and through his attorney of 
record, Jeremy L. Pittard, and hereby objects to the State's Notice of Intent to Use Expert 
Witness filed on August 15, 2017. The Notice does not conform with the court's Scheduling 
Order, Idaho Criminal Rule 16(b)(7), and the Felony Criminal Case Flow Management Plan for 
Idaho's Fifth Judicial District adopted by Administrative Order 2015-2 on April 9, 2015. 
Specifically, the Notice was filed eight (8) days before trial and not the required twenty-
one (21) days before trial. Trial in the matter is scheduled for August 23, 2017. Moreover, the 
Notice does not include a written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to 
introduce at trial pursuant to I,R.E. 702, 703 or 705. Thus, the defendant does not !mow the 
intended expert testimony nor can he adequately prepare for the expert witness. 
Defendant's Objection to Notice of Intent to Use Expert Witness- 1 
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The defendant respectfully requests that State ofidaho's expert witness, Scott Hellstrom, 
be excluded and not allowed to testify at trial because of the late and incomplete disclosures. 
See, I.C.R. 16(f)(2), State v. Miller, 133 Idaho 454, 456-57 (1999); State v. Harris, 132 Idaho · 
843, 846-47. (1999); State v. Lamphere, 130 Idaho 630, 633-34 (1997). 
i,tJJ:? DATED this JL day of August 2017. 
By: (klitb 
Jer L. Pittard 
Attorney for the Defendant 
Defendant's Objection to Notice of Intent to Use Expert Witness- 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1-ith 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ..j....L ctay of August, 2017, I served a true and 
correct copy of the within foregoing document upon the attorney named below in the 
manner noted: 
Minidoka County Prosecutor 
Lance Stevenson 
lsolis@co.mmj.doka.id.us 
Defendant's Objection to Notice of Intent to Use Expert Witness- 3 
Email 
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COURT MINUTES 
CR~2016-0002231 
State ofldaho vs. Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 8/23/2017 
Time: 8:16 am 
Judge: Jon Shindurling 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-1 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Janet Sunderland 
Tape Number: recorded to server 
Defense Attorney: Jeremy Pittard 
Prosecutor: Lance Stevenson 
Defendant is present 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 8/23/2017@ 10:00 a.m. 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Filed By,fo,,t& 
Court calls case, here on motions in limine and motions to suppress/dismiss 
Mr. Stevenson advises that motion was decided by Judge Brody 
Court responds and inquires if any new law to present 
Mr. Pittard responds, no new law to present today, what is before the Court is motions in 
limine and objection to expert 
Court indicates for record has read opinion on prior motion to suppress and appears right 
in line with curtilage issue, will take up motion in Ii mine 
8:18 a.m. Mr. Stevenson takes up 8-17-17 motion in limine - Mr. Pittard does have copy-
Court notes last filing is defense objection to expert, inquires of clerk - Clerk confirms that 
8-17-17 motion in Iimine has been filed- Court responds, will hear motion and actual filing 
must be in pipeline somewhere 
1 
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8:20 a.m. Mr. Stevenson makes argument in support of motion in limine re: expert witness, 
cites considerations 
Court inquires re: rule cited to - Mr. Stevenson responds, would be Idaho Criminal Rule 
8:23 a.m. Mr. Stevenson continues argument, cites to State V Allen and continues, state 
discovered Scott Helstrom as expert witness nine months ago, continues argument 
8:25 a.m. off record 
8:28 a.m. Back on record 
8:28 a.m. Mr. Stevenson continues argument in support of motion in limine, cites further to 
State V Allen and continues, no valid prejudice, no valid objection to expert Scott Helstrom, 
refers to cases cited by defense and continues argument, no prejudice to go forward based 
on foct that expert disclosed 11-4-2016 
8:32 a.m. Mr. Pittard comments re: appointment, did receive copy of Public Defender's file 
when appointed and has had full access to prior disclosed discovery, will admit lot of back 
and forth preparing, defendant has made decision to take to trial because that officer did 
not really have right to be on property, looking at any possible defense that may have, cites 
to 5'" judicial case management plan page #2, continues argument 
Court comments, no question from Court file that both lab report and expert that did lab 
test were disdosed a long time ago, issue is whether late disclosure of CV prejudices client 
in any material way and if so then how 
Mr. Pittard responds, cite to Idaho Criminal rule 16, prosecutor must provide written 
summary or any testimony 
Court inquires of Mr. Pittard - Mr. Pittard responds re: dealing with lab results and how lab 
results are obtained and how would be prejudiced with testimony of expert 
8:37 a.m. Court holds that lab results are sufficient under the rule 
Court inquires of Mr. Pittard further - Mr. Pittard responds re: discovery requests made 
8:38 a.m. Mr. Pittard argues that 7 days prior to trial is not sufficient time to analyze prior 
testimony of witness 
Mr. Stevenson nothing further 
8:39 Court find adequate prior disclosure and late disclosure of CV acknowledge was last 
but no prejudice, witness may testify and counsel can question on cross-examination 
2 
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8:40 a.m. Mr. Stevenson makes argument on next motion in Ii mine re: possible testimony 
of defendant about Captain Dan Kindig, cites considerations 
8:42 a.m. Court inquires if paraphernalia case - Mr. Stevenson confirms t.wo counts, poss of 
meth and paraphernalia 
8:4•3 a.m. Mr. Pittard makes argument in opposition to motion, cites considerations, 
defense can point out holes in officer's testimony and if defendant testifies he can testify 
about why officer was there 
8:44 a.m. Court comments, will not talk about issues on motion to suppress, that was issue 
of!aw and has been decided, will be very tight about issues allowed in, only question is 
about whether defendant willfully possessed meth, not understanding why have not come 
to agreement here, can always preserve right to appeal issue 
Mr. Pittard responds, Officer Kindig was one that saw him and wants to attack his 
credibility in any way 
Court responds, will be very tight in not bringing in any collateral issues before jury 
Defendant comments - Court responds officer was following up on citizens report -
Defendant responds, judges' decision was based upon false information - Court responds 
that is issue that is not going to be part of this trial, place to challenge that issue is before 
Court of appeals 
Mr. Pittard asks for minute with client 
Court will allow time, makes brief comments, place to address issue of suppression is 
before Court of appeals or Supreme Court, have right to fully inquire but 
8:48 a.m. recess 
9:07 a.m. session (IN Courtroom #3) 
Court calls case, defendant is present, moved courtrooms, and parties have discussed 
potential for plea agreement 
9:08 a.m. Mr. Pittard puts plea agreement into record, defendant understands real battle is 
with Court of appeals to appeal two motions to suppress, defendant recognizes that could 
be convicted, still maintain innocence, state to recommend 2 determinate 3 indeterminate 
total of 5 yrs. 2 yrs. Probation and agree can preserve right to appeal denial of motions to 
suppress 
Mr. Stevenson will ask for $100 restitution for lab tests 
3 
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Mr. Pittard no objection 
Court comments 
Mr. Stevenson agrees is plea deal 
Defendant agrees is plea deal 
9:10 A.m, Mr. Stevenson places Alford Plea nature of proof that State would have provided 
Court questions defendant if would agree that if jury would hear evidence they would likely 
find guilty 
Mr. Pittard comments to defendant 
Court comments and inquires further of defendant re: issues to be presented and if he 
agrees that jury would likely find guilty if heard evidence presented by state - Defendant 
responds 
9:14 a.m. Court comments to defendant that at sentencing stage can talk to Court about all 
sorts of issues but right now just dealing with narrow slice that has to do with Jury's 
determination, inquires of defendant how he pleads to charge under Alford 
9:15 A.m. Defendant pleads guilty 
Court accepts Guilty plea 
Court questions Mr. Pittard re: efforts on behalf of defendant - Mr. Pittard responds, do 
consent to defendant's plea 
Clerk places defendant under oath 
9:16 A.m. Court questions defendant - Defendant responds, is not currently on probation, 
no drug or alcohol issues to discuss, have been clean - Mr. Pittard explains defendant has 
been doing Court compliance and testing 2X weekly - Defendant continues to responds, no 
mental issues, understand terms of agreement and possible penalty 
Mr. Stevenson moves to dismiss misdemeanor 
Court questions defendant further, Court is not bound by terms of agreement and inquires 
of state 
Mr. Stevenson responds, believe that judge Brody did agree to be bound by agreement 
4 
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Court explains that if Judge Brody is not able to follow agreement after review Psi then will 
be allowed to withdraw guilty plea, questions defendant further - Defendant agrees not 
being forced to enter plea pursuant to agreement, is pleading guilty freely, voluntarily and 
without any undue pressure, understand will have to get Presentence report, understand 
tha.t by pleading guilty giving up constitutional right to jury trial 
Court accepts guilty plea, orders PSI, sentencing set on 10-16, leaves pretrial release in 
place but will reduce to1X weekly testing with agreement of counsels, admonishes 
defendant to not have any concerns between now and sentencing 
9:23 a.m. recess 
s 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
/ORIGINAl20FmHIS>l:i'OCUM§N!F[Q;ffigicj 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
Assigned to: -----11Mllllll>ml1DOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Darryl Joe Albertson 
104 S 500 W 
Paul, ID 8334 7 
Assigned: On: 8123/2017@ 10:00 a.m. 
Fifth Judicial District Court, State of Idaho Patty Temple 
In and For the County of Minidoka CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATIONS Filed By~ot& 
Case No: CR-2016-0002231 
ORDER FOR PRE - SENTENCE INVESTIGATION 
REPORT 
CHARGE(s); 
I37-2732(c)(1) F Controlled Substance-Possession of 
I37-2734A(1) Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to 
Use 
ROA; PSI01- Order for Presentence Investigation Report 
On this Wednesday, August 23, 2017, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable Jon 
Shindurllng to be completed for Court appearance on: 
Wednesday, October 16, 2017 at: 08:00 AM at the above stated courthouse. 
D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PSIO1 ROA code) 
□ Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility 
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
0 Sex Offender O Domestic Violence O Other _____ ~• Evaluator: 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation 
WHJ/JOC □ Probation □ PD Relmb □ Fine □ ACJ □ Restitution □ Other: -----------
DEFENSE COUNSEL: Jeremy L. Pittard, ______ _ 
PROSECUTOR: Lance D Stevenson __________ _ 
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: □ YES ~- NO If yes where: _____________ _ 
00 YOU N£.ED AN INTERPRETER? □ NO 9\ YES if yes, what is the language? __________ _ 
Date: AY9i½ •;,J ~ ,"20\l Signature: __ \_s_\ _._....1,_o_v1,_$_~1,_0A_c,i.._,_r \_1)'1~8,+---------
Judge 
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Jeremy L. Pittard #8003 
101 W !Sth St. 




Attomoy for Dofendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
5th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 8-30-17@4:21 p.m. 
Patty Temple 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Filed By:footd 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2016-2231 
ORDER TO ALLOW 
DEFENDANT TO TEST ONE 
TIME WEEKLY 
Being advised in the law and in the premises and for good cause shown, the Court issues 
the following Order: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Order dated August 11, 2016 shall be modified to 
allow the Defendant to drug and alcohol test at Mini-Cassia Misdemeanor Probation one time 
weekly Ulltil further order of the court. 
✓ 
DATED this 4··-· day of August, 2017. 
- A_ wi.i;./CvJ A 
~th""'o""n'"'M,--ll-~-dy _____ _ 
Order to allow drng testing one time a week -1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE COURTDISTRICT JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Defendant 
Case No: CR-2016-2231 
Clerk's Certificate of Service 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1ih of January, 2017, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing: 
1) ORDER TO ALLOW DEFENDANT TO TEST ONE TIME WEEKLY 
Said documents were transmitted via e-mail to the following: 
Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney- kbourn@co.minidoka.id.us 
Jeremy Pittard Defense counsel - pd.jpittardlaw@grnail.com 
Mini-Cassia Misdemeanor Probation - fax# 208-878-2434 
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Filed: October 1l$.;;Q17 at 4:53 PM. 
Fifth Judicial DisttlC(. Minidoka County 
By:J= SIM'\.d.er-Lcm.d, Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
State of Idaho 
vs. 
Darryl Joe Albertson 
JUDGE: Brody, Jonathan P. 
CLERK: Janet Sunderland 
HEARING TYPE: Sentencing 
Parties Present: 
State of Idaho 
Darryl Joe Albertson 
Hearing Start Time: 9:48 AM 
Journal Entries: 
Case No. CR-2016-2231 
Court Minutes 
DATE: October 16, 2017 
LOCATION: District Courtroom 1 
COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton 
INTERPRETER: 
Attorney: Stanley Holloway 
Attorney: Jeremy Luke Pittard 
- 9:48 a.m. Court calls case, set for sentencing, Def is present 
Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Pittard are ready to proceed 
Court comments and inquires where at and agreement of parties at entry of plea 
Mr. Stevenson will recommend 5-2-3 with probation for 2 yrs. restitution for $100 to State Lab, 
credit 2 days served, was a conditional plea on Suppression issue, Def would be able to appeal 
Suppression issue 
Court comments, did expect that and is fine, reviews max penalty on poss. of controlled 
substance, indicates to parties that will follow agreement 
Mr. Pittard Is not asking for anything less, confirms Def did enter an Alford Plea 
Court confirms will follow plea agreement 
Mr. Pittard no legal cause, have had sufficient time to review PSI - Def has reviewed with 
attorney - No additions or corrections 
9:51 a.m. Mr. Stevenson makes state's recommendations for sentencing, cites considerations, 
believe that Def can do 2 yrs. probation and sentence is very appropriate, ask to follow 
recommendations 
Court comments, probation clearly supported 
9:53 a.m. Mr. Pittard makes defense recommendations for sentencing, cites considerations, this 
is good resolution, Def has been testing since case has begun and has been clean, has spent 
COURT MINUTES (Criminal) 1 
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12-1300 dollars on testing and has concerns with any fines - Court will impose court costs but 
no fine - Mr. Pittard concludes comments 
Def has no comments 
9:55 a.m. Court comments to Def, cites factors. goals and considerations for sentencing, 
COURT ORDERS: sentence to unified term of 5 yrs. 2 yrs. det, 3 yrs. indet, suspended, place 
on supervised probation for 2 yrs. with standard terms and Def to fill exhibit and return to Court, 
also complete agreement of supervision with Department of Probation, explains on standard 
term is 4th amendment waiver and explains need to comply with terms, impose court costs, no 
fine, must provide DNA and right thumb print, no restitution for that, plea was conditional, must 
order 100 hours community service, have signed order for $100 restitution to State lab, no 
discretionary jail, have right to appeal within 42 days, 
PSl's returned to court 
10:03 a.m. recess 
Hearing End Time: 10:03 AM 
Exhibits: 
COURT MINUTES (Criminal) 2 
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FILED 
IN THf D1:.T'11Cf COU!!T OF TJ1f 
51. JtJDICl!\L !'.ll6H!!CT 
MINIDO~A COUNlY. !llAIIO 
10.J,V.!.11Jl .. ~-~? .. I::"'· 
"~-
'l'm1110 /1it//<:" 
(I[~~ {Tf 1111 (1,j~]U!~l r.ill/~! 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IOAI-1O, IN AND FOR Tl-IE COUNTY OF MINJDOKA 
STATE OF lDAHO, CR-20 I 6-2231 
Plaintifl~ 
vs. 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Defendant. 
 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND ORDER 
On I 0/16/2017, the time fixed by the Court for pronouncing sentence upon the defendant, 
the Court noted the presence of the Prosecuting Attorney, Lance Stevenson, and the defendant 
with counsel, Jeremy Pittard. 
IT IS AD,JUDGED that the defendant has been convicted upon a plea of guilty to the 
offense of Possession of a Controlled Substance, as charged in the Information, a violation of 
Ida.ho Code§ 37-2732(c)( I). 
The Court having asked whether the defendant had any legal cause why Judgment should 
not be pronounced against the defendant, and no sufl1cient cause to the contrary having been 
shown or appearing to the Court, 
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant is guilty as charged and convicted. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 1 
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IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED AND ORDERED that the defendant be sentenced as 
follows to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction commencing on I 0/16/2017: 
,!'y_Iinimum period 0(£9.JJJinement: 
ln,!l-9!\)rminate period 0L9.;mfinement: 
Total lmificd.,[gJ:!ll: 
The Court ORDERS as follows: 




Court Cost~. The defendant shall pay all court costs for the conviction. 
Credit for Time S9J:ycd: The defendant is given credit fbr a total of2 days served prior to 
the entry of this Judgment. 
B&,'.i!J!uti(m in Drug Case: The Court hereby ORDERS a Judgment of Restitlllion to be 
entered in this case in the sum of $100.00, (I.C. § 37-2732(k) (drug related)). This 
amount is payable to the Clerk of the District Court to be disbursed to the following law 
enforcement agency which investigated this crime: 
Namc(s): Idaho State Police Forensic Lab -- $ I 00.00 
!duh() DNA and Gcnt;,tic Marker DatabMe Act of 1996: Pursuant to I.C. §§ 19-550 I, et 
seq,, the defondant, having been convicted of one of the enumerated felony offenses 
stated in I.C. § 19-5506, and in accordance with I.C. § 19-5507(2), is hereby ordered to 
provide an adequate (1.C. § 19-5508) DNA sample and right thumbprint impression at a 
department of law enforcement designated location, which sample and impression shall 
be collected in accordance with the procedures established by the bureau of forensic 
services. If the defendant is not incarcerated at: the time of sentencing, the defendant is 
hereby fu,ther ordered to report within ten ( I 0) working days to the foci lily designated by 
the department of law enforcement for the collection of such specimens. 
AND IT IS ORDERED that execution of the prison sentence of this judgment be 
suspended, and the defendant be placed on probation for a period of 2 year(s), beginning on 
I 0/16/2017, under the control of the Idaho State Board of Correction, (I.C. § 19-2601 (5), !.C.R. 
33(d)), subject to the following terms: 
Jd£neral Conditions of J~robation: Defendant shall fill out and enter into the standard 
terms of probation. Those terms shall become part of the terms of probation unless 
objected to. 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 2 
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Defendant shall also enter into an agreement of supervision with the Idaho Department of 
Correction. Those terms shall become part of the terms of probation and arc hereby 
incorponited. 
Defendant has been advised that the terms of probation also include a Fourth Amendment 
waiver and that his home may be searched as a part of probation. 
Defendant shall complete I 00 hours of community service. N1J discretionary jail 
available. 
IT IS FURTl-mR ORDERED that so long as the defendant abides by and perfonns all of 
the foregoing conditions, entry of judgment and sentence will continue to be suspended. Provided, 
however, that probation will not be terminated until the Cornt has both reviewed the performance of 
the probationer and has signed an order discharging the probationer. If any of the terms and 
conditions of probation arc violated, the defendant will be brought before the Court for imposition 
ofjudgment and sentence. 
IT lS FURTHER ORDERED that the parties return their respective copies of the 
prescntcncc investigative reports to the deputy clerk of the court and use of said report shall 
thereafter be governed by !.C.R. 32(h)( I), (2), and (3). 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED thut miy and all bonds are hereby exonerated. However, if 
the defendant paid a cash bond, deposited by or on behalf of the defendant, the Clerk shall upply the 
money (cash bond) to the payment of the costs and fines imposed in this case and refund the 
surplus, if any, to the party posting the depcisit. I.C. § 19-2923. 
RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEAVE TO APPEAL IN FORMA PAUPE:RIS 
The Right: The Court advised the defendant, of the right to appeal this judgment within forty 
two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the court. !.C.R. 33(a)(3), I.A.R. 14(<1). 
ln Fonna Pauperis: The Court fi.1rther advised the defendant of the right of a person who is 
unable to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the right 
as an indigent to proceed without liability for comt costs and fees and the right to be represented by 
a court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. !.C.R. 33(a)(3), LC. § l 9-852(a)( I) and 
(b)(2). 
Sentenced and dated 10/16/20 I 7. 
@ JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, the undersigned authority, do hereby ce11ify that I caused to be delivered on 
10-16-17 , one copy of the: JUDGMENT OF CONVICT'JON AND ORDER as notice 
pursuant to Ruic 77(d) l.C.R. to each of the following: 
Lance Stevenson 
Jeremy Pittard 
Idaho Department of Corrections Central 
Records 
Idaho Department of Corrections Sentencing 
Tea1n 
Idaho Department of Probation and Parole 
MCCJC 
BCI - Kathy Blades 


























By fax (number) ___ 
By personal delivery 




By fax (number) _, __ 
By personal delivery 




By fax (number{ __ 
By personal de ivery 




By fax (number) ___ 
By personal delivery 




By fax (number) __ 
By personal delivery 




By fax (number) __ 
By personal delivery 




By fax (number) __ 
By personal delivery 
Overnight delivery /FedEx 
courthouse box 
4 
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BC! - Forensic Services 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
[ l By mail 
By email f"j 
[ ] 
t l 
By fax (number) __ 
By personal de1ivery 
overnight delivery /FedEx 
Courthouse box 
Tonya Page 
Clerk of the District Court 
Minidoka County, Idaho 
___ fiJfl( 
By _~c1'"'"· "~--"'-K_-'"x,rd.,j __ ~----
Deputy Clerk 
5 
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MINIDOKA COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LANCED. STEVENSON, Prosecuting Altomey (ISB#ll.93/ 
ROBERT S. HEMSLEY, Chief Deputy Prosect1ffng A Homey /ISBff7955/ 
STAN HOLLOWAY, Deputy Prosecuting AHomey /ISB#3/06/ 
ALAN GOODMAN, Deputy Prosecuting At1omey /ISB#277B/ 
715 G. Street, P. o. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Office: 1208)436-7187 
Facsimile: 1208) 436-3177 
mcpro,atty@co.minldoka.ld.us 
ATTORNEYS FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
&J1 JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
MINIDOKA COUNTY, IDAHO 
On: 10116/2017 03:36 PM 
Tony• P•ge 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Flied By:..£_..;t 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF Tiffi FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINil)OKA 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
IlARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Defendant. 




) ORDER RE: RESTITUTION 
) PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 
) SECTION 37-2732(k) 
) 
) 
The defendant came on regularly for sentencing before the above-entitled Court 
onthe /(.,.,,- dayof 0(.Jt/.,t,: ,20~,withthedefendantbeingconvictcdoftbe 
cl'irne of POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, TO-WIT: 
METHAMPHETAMINE, in violation of Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(l), and the 
Court having determined from the evidence that restitution of One Hundred Dollars 
and no 00/100 ($100.00), is owed to Forensic Services. 
NOW, THEREI<'ORE, IT JS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to Idaho Code 
Section 37-2732(k), that Forensic Services, have and recover judgment against the 
Defendant in the sum of One Hundred Dollars and no 00/100 ($100.00), plus interest at 
the current statutory rate. 
ORDER RB: RBS'nTlll'XON 
PORSlll\.NT TO JOA.HO CODE 
s,:C'l'ION 37-2732 (k) 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that after forty-two (42) days from the entry of 
this Order of Restitution, or at the conclusion of a hearing to reconsider an order of 
restitution, whichever occurs later, this Ordel" of Restitution may be recorded as a 
,iudgment, and the victim herein may execute as provided by law fol" civil judgments. 
Dated:,_.,/c.::Oi+.("-'r,:+/"-,1"---------
ORDER RE: RESTITDTION 
PDRSDANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTION 37-2732(k) 
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CLERK'S CERTIF1CATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this I I, day of 0Q,*z2[)0(( , 2017, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the 
attorney(s) named below in the manner noted 
Anthony M, Valdez 
2217 Addison Ave · 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 ifa ... :,;m,c:cJ 
Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box368 
Burley, ID 83350 ,, ..... t.N1W 
Forensic Services 
700 South Stratford Dr. 
Meridian, II) 83642-6202 vv ('(\;cj 
By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, at 
the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
-3 
By Hand delivering copies of the same to the office of the attorneys(s) at his 
office at the address stated above. 
By placing copies of the same in the Public Defender's basket located in the 
Clerk's Office in the Judicial Annex, Minidoka County Courthouse. 
By tclecopying copies of the same to said attorneys(s) at the tclecopied number 
------~ and by then malling copies of the same in the United States 
Mail, postage prepaid, at the post office in Rupert, Idaho. 
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JEREMY L. PITTARD 
ATTORNEY AT LAW, PLLC 
101 West 18th Street 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
Telephone (208) 878~3366 
Facsimile (208) 416-.6996 
icourt: jpittm:dlaw@gmaiLcom 
ISBN8003 
Attorney for Petitioner 
Eleciron1oa11y Flied 
11/17/2017 3:03 PM 
Fifth Judicial Dlslrlcl, Minidoka County 
Tonya Page, Clerk: of the Court 
Br Janet SuMerland, Deputy Ctetk 
IN 1HE DISIR!CT COURT OF 1HE FIF1H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI-IE STA TE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 












Case No.: CV-2016~2231 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: 1HE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND ITS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD, LANCE STEVENSON, AND 1HE CLERK OF 
'IHE ABOVE~ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant, Darryl Joe Albertson, appeals against the 
above-named respondent to the Idal1.o Supreme Court from the ORDER DENYING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO SUPPRESS entered on February 9, 201.7, Honorable 
Jonathon Brody presiding. 
Notice of Appeal 
Pagell 
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2- The party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
Orders described in Paragraph 1 above are appealable Orders under and pursuant to 
1.A.R. 11 (c)(7) and (7). 
3. Preliminary Statem~t of the Issue on Appeal. That the issues on appeal 
will include all issues as contained and addressed in the ORDER DENYING 
DEFENDANTS MOTION TO SUPPRESS and other issues to be determined at a later 
date. 
4. A standard transcript 1s requested of the following hearings in the 
underlying criminal case. 
a. Prelimrnary Hearing held on November 9, 2016. Maureen Newton 
·- Court Reporter; 
b. Motion to Suppress Hearing held on January 30, 2017. Maureen 
Newton-· Court Reporter; 
c. Motion to Suppress Hearing held on August 14, 2017. Maureen 
Newton - Court Reporter. 
5. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the 
Clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28: 
a. Motion to Suppress filed on November 29, 2017; 
b. Order Denying Defendant's Motion to Suppress entered on 
February 9, 2017; 
c. Motion to Suppress filed on August 11, 2017 
d. Affidavit of Probable Cause written by Captain Dan Kindig and 
filed August 11, 2016 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter; 
(b) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript because he is indigent; 
Notice of Appeal 
Page 12 
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CER'UFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on 17 November 2017, I filed the foregoing electronically 
through the iCourt system, which caused the following parties or counsel to be served 
by electronic means, as more fully reflected on the Notice of Electronic Filing: 
Minidoka County Prosecuting Attorney 
I ful·ther certify that on such date I served the foregoing on the following non• 
iCourt Registered Participants in the manner indicated: 
Via First Class mail, posted prepaid addressed as follows: 
NA 
Via certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed as follows: 
NA 
Notice of Appeal 
Pagel4 
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JEREMY L. PITTARD 
ATTORNEY ATLAW,PLLC 
101 West 18th Street 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
Telephone (208) 878-3366 
Facsimile (208) 416-6996 
icourt: jpittardlaw.@'g;mail.com 
ISBN 8003 
Attorney for Petitioner 
Electronically Flied 
11/1712017 3:03 PM 
Fifth Judlc!al Dlstr·lct, Minidoka County 
Tonya Page, Clerk ot the Court 
By: Janet Sondetland. Deputy Clerk 
IN TlIB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 











Case No. CV-2016-2231 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
DEFENDJ!:R 
COMES NOW Jeremy L Pittard, attorney for the Petitioner, Darryl Joe Albertson, and 
moves the Court for an Order appointing the Idaho State Appellate Public Defender's Office to 
represent the Petitioner, in all matters relating to Petitioner's appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
/13otice of Appeal having been filed with the Clerk of the above Court on the t1!h, day of - ~Dmbor ,2011_ 
DATED this _!]~ayofl1~-' 2017. 
J{kh~-?-~-? ___ _ 
Motion for Appo!ntm@nt of St~te Appellate Public Defender 
Page [1 
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C~B.TIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on 17 November 2017, I filed the foregoing electronically through the 
iCourt system, which caused the following parties or counsel to be served by electronic means, as 
more folly reflected on the Notice of Electronic Filing: 
Minidoka County Prosecuting Attomey 
I farther certify that on such date I served the foregoing on the following non-iCourt 
Registered Participants in the manner indicated: 
Via First Class mail, posted prepaid addressed as follows: 
NA 
Via certified mail, retum receipt requested, addressed 
NA 
Motion for Appointment of State Appollato Public Defender 
Pagol2 
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JEREMY L. PITTARD 
A TIORNEY AT LAW, PLLC 
101 WElSt 18•h Street 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
Telephone (208) 878-3366 
Facsimile (208) 416-6996 
kourt: jpittai:glg_w@gmail.c2..rn 
ISBN 8003 
Attorney for Petitioner 
FILED 
!N f/1E Oltl'll'IICl COURT OF THE 
S•, JUl.\ltll'lt DISTRICT 
/,!!t,ll(IOM i:outH\'. 1Dr.110 
Nov. 20 2017@ 4:50 p.m. 
!·h\i,.!lr.\ .. ,,. 
'.... c/16: . . 
'fol'l!J(! l'(j//~ 
C:I ~~K Cl ll<~ ~I~ l~i(,T ~01/~I 
lN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE Fif"IH illDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, .lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF :MINIDOKA 
DARRYL JOE ALBERTSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 











Case No. CV-2016-223 l 
NOTICE AND ORDER FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC Dl!'.FENDER 
TO: THE OFFICE OF THE IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The Petitioner has requested the aid of counsel in pursuing a direct appeal from 
Judgment in this District Court. 
The Court being satisfied that said Petitioner is a needy person entitled to the services of 
the State Appellate Public Defender pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-852 and § 19-854 and the 
services of the State Appellate Public Defender are available pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-863A; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, in accordance with Idabo Code §19-870, that the State 
Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the Petitioner in all matters as indicated 
herein, or until relieved by this Court's order, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Jeremy L. Pittard remain as appointed counsel for the 
N0'11CE AND ORDER 
Al'POJNTING STAIE Al'PJlUAIE P.D. 
l)n~8f1 
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purpose of filing any motion(s) in the District Court which, if granted, could affect judgment, 
order or sentence in the action. Jeremy L. Pittard shall remain as appointed counsel until all 
m()tions have been decided and the time for appeal of those motions has run. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERJ:lD that pursuant to Idaho Code §18~963, that the County shall 
bear the cost of and produce to the State Appeilate Public Defonder a copy ()f the following 
within a reasonable time: 
l. The entire Clerk's Record to include all preliminary, pretrial, trial, sentencing and 
post-trial motions, minutes, documents, hriefs, pleadings or related items which 
are regularly kept in the Clerk's file; 
2. All transcripts for all preliminary, pretrial, trial, evidentiary hearing and post-trial 
proceedings, conferences, voir dire, motion arguments, or related proceedings 
which are recorded by the Court and which have been previously prepared. All 
other transcripts to be provided in accordance with time lines set fotth by the 
Idaho Supreme Court after the Notice of Appeal has been filed; 
3. The pre-sentence investigation report; 
4. All exhibits which can be copied onto an 8 1/2 by 11 inch paper size; 
5. A list of all exhibits which cannot be C()pied onto an 8 1/2 inch paper size, and 
6. A docket sheet for both Magistrate and District Court documents or proceedings. 
If the State Appellate Public Defender's Office discovers during appellate preparation 
that an item, within control ofthe Clerk or Reporter is missing, omitted or not requested and it is 
necessary to the appeal, the items shall be produced and the cost shall be paid by the County. 
The State Appellate Public Defender's Office is provided the following information by 
the Court: 
1. The Petitioner is not in custody; 
NOTICE AND ORDER 
APPOJNHNG STATE APPELLATE r.n. 
!' l.i f:t, ~l ) l 
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2. The Petitioner's cunent address is; 
104 South 500 West 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
PH: 208-438-2942 
Slgrim1· 11120/2017 02:56 PM 
DATEDthis_~dayof _______ ,2017. 
NO'DCE AND ORDER 
APPOINTrNOSTATE APPELLATE P.D. 
Pugcll 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILL~G 
The undersigned, a Deputy Clerk of the Court of Minidoka County, hereby 
certifies that on the __:'.'.__ day of November , 2017, he/she caused a true and correct 
copy of the within and foregoing document to be sent to the following: 
Jeremy L Pittard 
1213'd Avenue East 
Jerome, Idabo 83338 
Minidoka County Prosecutor 
Lance Stevenson 
kbournc;:@co.minidoka.id.us 
Clerk of the Idaho Supreme Court 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
Attorney General's Office 
P.O. Box 83720, Room 210 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
Office of the State Appellate 
Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Maureen Newton 
Court Reporter 
c/o Minidoka County Courthouse 
711 G Street 
Rupert, Idaho 83350 
NOTICE AND ORDER 
Al'POINTING STAIB APPE!lATE P.D. 









P.O. Box 132 
Heyburn, Id 83336 
Clerk of the Court 
Court of Appeals 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 
FILED-DISTRICT COURT 
CASE# {!_,f<.-.2.Dlh - 22. 3/ 
TIME --------
PATTY TEMPLE, CLERK 
_M__,;P ___ , DEPUTY 
DOCKET NO. 45607 
ALBERTSON 
V. 
ST A TE OF IDAHO 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on January 9, 2017, I emailed a pdf document consisting of 
85 pages, hearings held 11-9-16, 1-30-17 and 8-14-17, forthe above-referenced appeal, with 
the District Court Clerk for the county of Minidoka, in the Fifth Judicial District. A PDF copy 
has been emailed to sctfilings@idcourts.net. 
, f/lal/M,. L/}~ ,,:: 
Maureen Newton, License No. 321 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 
* * * * * * * * 














Supreme Court No. 45607 
District Court No. CR2016-2231 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF 
SERVICE 
__________ ) 
I, Michelle Perry, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that I have personally served 
or mailed by United States Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the 
parties or their attorney of record as follows: 
Lawrence Wasden, Esq. 
IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Eric Fredericksen 
ST ATE APPELLATE PD 
322 East Front Street, Suite 570 
Boise, ID 83 702 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have her~unto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court in Rupert, Idaho, the I 1.,.-'h.day of ,JQ.M.,ua~~, 2018. 
TONYA PAGE 
Clerk of the District Court 
By~$«dtaY 
Michelle Perry, Deputy Clerk 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - I -
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA 





ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Minidoka ) 
SUPREME COURT CASE NO.45607 
DIST. CT. CASE NO. CR2016-223 l 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
RE: EXHIBITS 
I, Tonya Page, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State ofldaho, in 
and for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that I am sending the following exhibit: 
Presentence Investigation Report dated Sept. 28, 2017. 
That the E:-::hibits are on file in my office and are part of the record on appeal in the above-
entitled cause an-:l are being sent to the Clerk of the Supreme Court with the Clerk's Record on 
Appeal, as requ=red by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN \\'JTJ\ESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Rupert, Idaho, thi~ 11th day of January, 2018. 
Tonya Page 
Clerk of the District Court (SEAL) 
By:~t,b 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK RE: EXHIBITS - 1 -
To: Lawrence G. Wasden 
State Attorney General 
PO Box83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Eric Fredericksen 
State Appellate Public Defender 
322 East Front Street, Suite 570 
Boise, ID 83702 
Supreme Court Docket No. 45607 
Minidoka County Case No. CR2016-2231 




Defendant/ Appellant. _____ , ------------------------------
NOTICE OF FILING OF CLERK'S RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT ON CO 
Notice is hereby given that one complete copy of the Limited CLERK'S RECORD is 
Being sent to Counsels' of record. Be advised of the twenty-eight (28) day settlement period as 
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